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hello...
...and welcome to our new edition of

Destinations
Thank you for all the feedback and words of encouragement

from our earlier editions - this slim magazine is designed to

be, in a way, an antidote to the mainstream camping and

caravan magazines. Our aim is simply to pass on a little of

our enthusiasm for the great outdoors and offer you some

ideas for holiday destinations that may not necessarily

spring to mind.

This is the season of touring and ‘getting out there’

- and this summer is the ideal time to try the all-new

Alan Rogers Travel Service. Our new essentials

brochure is proving a hit so why not get yourself a copy?

Getting your holiday booked has never been so easy!

So pull back the covers on this inspirational new issue and set

yourself free with fresh ideas and intriguing new places to visit.

NEW Horizons
Check out our all-new essentials

brochure from the Alan Rogers

Travel Service - we have over

160 top sites in 13 countries. More

choice, more ferry options, reduced

booking fee and sensational value.

SEE PAGE 80
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The Alan Rogers
Travel Card

At Alan Rogers we have a network of thousands of quality

inspected and selected campsites.We also have partnerships

with numerous organisations, including ferry operators

and tourist attractions, all of whom can bring you

benefits and save you money.

Our FREE Travel Card binds all this together at

alanrogers.com/travelcard  

So register today...and start saving.

FREE



Register today...
and start saving
Carry the Alan Rogers Travel Card on your travels through
Europe and save money all the way.

You’ll enjoy exclusive deals with ferry operators, continental partners,
tourist attractions and more. Even hotels, apartments, mobile homes
and other campsite accommodation. 

We’ve teamed up with Camping Cheque, the leading low season
discount scheme, to offer you the widest choice of quality campsites
at unbelievable prices. Simply load your card with Cheques before
you travel.

Step 1
Register at www.alanrogers.com/travelcard

Step 2
You’ll receive a welcome email, with useful links and information
(If you don’t have a card at registration, an activated one will be sent to you)

Step 3
Start using your card to save money or to redeem benefits
during your holiday.
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Benefits that add up

• Offers and benefits on
many Alan Rogers campsites 
across Europe

• Save up to 60% in low season 
on over 600 campsites

• Free cardholders’ magazine

• Big savings on rented
accommodation and hotels
at 400 locations

• Discounted ferries

• Savings on Alan Rogers
guides

• Vote for your favourite 
campsite in the
Alan Rogers Awards



FR26330
Camping des Ulèzes
Rhône Alpes
10 % discount in low season
5% discount in high season

FR85500
Chadotel Camping le Bahamas
Beach
Vendée & Charente
10% discount for holidays
of 7 nights minimum taken
before 28 June 2014 or after
30 August 2014

FR29710
Camping de la Grande Plage
Brittany
10% discount in low season

FR56150
Camping du Haras
Brittany
A FREE spa day for one person

FR50000
Camping l’Etang des Haizes
Normandy
7 nights for the price of 6,
in May, June and September

FR80110
Kawan Village le Ridin
Northern France
FREE wifi - all season

FR75020
Camping Indigo Paris - Bois
De Boulogne
Paris
5% off camping stays
excluding from 29/06 to 30/08

FR41150
Camping Couleurs du Monde
Loire
5% discount in high season
for camping and
accommodation rentals

FR33530
Camping la Chesnays
Atlantic Coast
5% off on your stay on
a campsite pitch in May,
June or Sept

FR24010
Kawan Village Château le
Verdoyer
Dordogne & Aveyron
FREE bike hire and tennis
in low season

FR63130
Camping le Repos du Baladin
Limousin & Auvergne
10% discount on meals for the
entire season at the brasserie

FR21000
Sunelia Lac de Panthier
Burgundy & Eastern France
7 nights for the price of 6
in low season

FR12440
Camping la Muse
Midi Pyrénées
FREE canoes and kayaks
on the lake and reduced rates
for canoes and kayak trips

FR04100
Camping International
Med & Provence
FREE gift for Alan Rogers
Travel Card holders

FR30290
Castel Camping Domaine de
Massereau
Languedoc-Roussillon
1 voucher for a FREE bottle
of wine at the restaurant
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Advantage all the way
Carry the Alan Rogers Travel Card on your travels and save money all the way. Enjoy exclusive offers on many

partner sites - as well as hotels, apartments and campsite accommodation. We’ve even teamed up with Camping

Cheque, the low season discount scheme, so you can load your card with Cheques before you travel. So register

today - hundreds of campsites already have special offers just for you. Just a few are listed below.

Holiday discounts, free kids’ meals, free cycle hire, discounted meals, free sports activities, free gifts on arrival,

free wine with meals, free wifi, free tennis, free spa day, free access to local attractions.

Check out all the offers at alanrogers.com/travelcard
and present your card on arrival.

Great offers on the best campsites

Park Perks



FR79120
Ferme Naturiste l’Oliverie
Poitou-Charentes
5% discount on presentation
of the card for the whole season

FR06170
Camping le Sequoia
Côte d’Azur
5% off pitches

FR88120
Camping au Clos de la Chaume
Lorraine
FREE Alsace Wine tastings
in July and August

IT69500
Camping la Foce
Sardinia, Italy
Card holders have FREE
access to tennis court and
can also rent rackets and
balls FREE of charge

IT64010
Camping Villaggio dei Fiori
San Remo, Italy
10% discount in low season 

NL6065
RCN De Roggeberg
Friesland, Netherlands
Kids eat FREE during
low season

NL5820
Camping de Hertshoorn
Gelderland, Netherlands
7 nights for the price of 6

ES87650
Camping la Garrofa
Almería, Spain
3 to 6 nights 10% off in
low season; 7 to 15 nights
20% off in low season

ES89650
Camping Picos de Europa
Asturias, Spain
10% off for canoeing
and caving

ES87850
Camping Iznate
Málaga, Spain
1 FREE night for every
3 nights stayed

DE30030
Camping Wulfener Hals
Schleswig-Holstein, Germany
7 nights for the price of 6

LU7680
Camping Kohnenhof
Eisenbach, Luxembourg
FREE E-bike rental for
2 people for any stay of
3 nights or more

AU0490
Terrassen Camping Maltatal
Carinthia, Austria
7 nights for the price of
6 nights in low season

BE0655
Camping De Lilse Bergen
Flanders, Belgium
5% discount on pitch bookings

UK1510
Bath Chew Valley Caravan Park
Somerset, UK
£1 discount per night
(not in conjunction with other offers)

UK0280
Eden Valley Holiday Park
Cornwall, UK
10% off total value in
low season

UK3324
Steadings Park Camping
& Caravan Site
Suffolk, UK
FREE firepit hire subject to
availability in low season

CR6844
Camp Krka
Dalmatia, Croatia
FREE meal for all stays of
10 nights or more

IR9590
Fossa Caravan & Camping Park
Co. Kerry, Ireland
5 nights for the price of 4

IR9340
Newton Cove Camping
& Caravan Park
Waterford, Ireland
7 nights for the price of
6 all year

PO8354
Camping Beira-Marvao
Alentejo
Portalegre, Portugal
Discount on horse riding fees

NO2375
Laerdal Ferie & Fritidspark
Western Fjords, Norway
1 day FREE bike hire for
stays of 7 nights

HU5156
Camping Haller
Budapest, Hungary
5% discount all season

CZ4768
Camping Pension Kolodeje
South Bohemia, Czech Republic
25% discount for stays
in June

www.alanrogers.com/destinations 9
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The world’s

Stretching from the Rhône Valley in the east

to the Spanish border in the south west,

Languedoc-Roussillon features vast plains

given over to wine production. In fact

Languedoc is responsible for one third of

France’s total wine production and is the

largest wine region in the world, with famous

appellations like Minervois, Corbières and

Saint-Chinian. And where better to

taste these fine wines than at a local

restaurant after a day on one of Europe’s

finest beaches?

10 www.alanrogers.com/destinations
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The capital of the vineyards
Lying between between the mountains and the sea,

the blue sky and the green vineyards, Béziers is often
cited as the capital of these vineyards. The city has a
long history: Celts, Etruscans, Greeks, Romans and
Visigoths, all of them have visited and stayed and then
left their mark on this evocative region.

Historic Béziers centres round narrow winding
streets, secreting little restaurants and cafés, as well
as shops and the busy covered market at Les Halles
on Place de la Madeleine. On the Allée Paul Riquet you
can experience some great foodie products from the
Languedoc-Rousillon, including a tempting array of local
wines. At the end of the street lie the beautiful English
gardens of the Plateau des Poètes – well worth a visit
after a little sustenance.

The Canal du Midi
A unique feature, and now on the UNESCO

World Heritage List, this stunning canal was
constructed in the 17th century and cuts through
southern France, connecting the Mediterranean
with the Garonne River and the Atlantic.
It meanders for 240 km, past sun-baked villages,
and along the way there are plenty of shady
stretches, hidden under a cool, green canopy
where you can enjoy the sleepy tranquillity.

Languedoc-Roussillon
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Don’t miss
Carcassonne is famous for its fully restored citadel, the finest example of a

medieval city in Europe. Dating back to the 12th century, when the cathedral and

the castle were built, it’s a dramatic place, with a powerful atmosphere. There are

organised tours, but better to explore on foot and soak up the ambience yourself,

while researching a good restaurant, especially as the sun sets.

The Pont du Gard at Nîmes is a 49 metre high Roman aqueduct dating, incredibly

enough, from the first century.While it is often seen on posters, it is not until you

see it for yourself that you can really grasp this amazing feat of engineering.
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Head for the Med
For families with children and for those with

sports in mind, there is something for everyone in the
Languedoc-Rousillon. Walking through the Pyrénées,
with views of the snow capped mountains, is easily
done, not to mention all kinds of activities like rafting,
mountain biking, abseiling and canoeing. These are
often arranged from the campsite.

And to the east, the Camargue is a fascinating
eco-system of its own. Try your hand at a pony trek,
or perhaps an off-road jeep excursion, and if you’re
lucky you’ll spot black bulls, white horses and the
pink flamingos that are the signature of the region.

History buffs will discover endless places of
fascination: the Roman amphitheatre at Nîmes, the
Cathar castles, Roman Aix-en-Provence – all beautifully

preserved thanks to the mild Mediterranean climate.
Then there are the smaller coastal villages of Collioure
and Banyuls, famed for their artistic heritage. 

But despite all the distractions of stunning landscape,
fascinating history, gorgeous wines and activties galore,
the sunny, dry climate of Languedoc-Rousillon ensures
that you can laze on the beach and relax. And what
beaches they are – endless ribbons of fine sand that
border the warm Med for mile after mile.

So why not consider a trip south and find some
sun. And don’t forget, of course, being the world’s
largest vineyard, a nice glass of something chilled
is never far away! 

14 www.alanrogers.com/destinations

Languedoc-Roussillon



Where to stay

Yelloh! Village la Brasilia
Canet-en-Roussilon
alanrogers.com/FR66070

Camping la Nautique
Narbonne
alanrogers.com/FR11080

Camping l’Hippocampe
Argelès-sur-Mer
alanrogers.com/FR66570

Camping du Mas de Rey
Uzès
alanrogers.com/FR30110

Camping Caravanning
le Boucanet
Le Grau-du-Roi
alanrogers.com/FR30160

www.alanrogers.com/destinations 15
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Situated in a quiet location, away from
the built-up areas of Vendres and

Valras-Plage, this is a pleasant site
with a feeling of spaciousness.
The beach is just 300m away and
a range of sports and activities is
offered for all the family. Pitches all

have electricy and there are mobile
homes and chalets to let. 

Blue Bayou
Valras-Plage, Hérault
Tel +33 467 37 41 97 www.bluebayou.eu

Located alongside the Arre river in the
centre of the Cévennes National Park,

this campsite is well managed by a
friendly family who speak good English.
The pitches are grassy and level, and
the pebble beach at the river bank is
a great place to fish or for kids to play.

Montpellier and Nîmes are within driving
distance for day trips. 

Le Val de l’Arre
Le Vigan, Gard
Tel +33 467 81 02 77 www.valdelarre.com 

Set in a valley at the foot of the beautiful
French Pyrénées, this campsite is ideal

for active family holidays. Pitches are
terraced and partially shaded by trees
and shrubs, and facilities include a
restaurant and bar. The site has access
to a beach and plenty of outdoor sports

such as rafting, rock climbing and
mountain biking are available nearby. 

Le Canigou
Espira-de-Conflent, Pyrénées-Orientales
Tel +33 468 05 85 40 www.camping-canigou.com 
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A terraced campsite set next to wooded
hillside on the banks of the River Cèze,

Camping le Vallée Vert offers a warm
welcome and a wide range of facilities.
Pitches are well sized and surrounded
by greenery, and some have
breathtaking views. The site is a short

drive from Nîmes and Avignon and there
are plenty of outdoor activities nearby.

Camping le Vallée Verte
La Roque-sur-Cèze, Gard
Tel +33 466 79 08 89 www.la-vallee-verte.com 

101 great campsites, ideal for your specific
hobby, pastime or passion

Also available on iPad alanrogers.com/digital

Been to any good
campsites lately?
We have







Touring
Nothing beats the freedom of being able to get away with

your caravan or motorhome when the mood takes you.

If you’re planning a low season break this year,

Camping Cheque is the ideal way to do it.

20 www.alanrogers.com/destinations
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Launched in 1999, Camping Cheque is a flexible
scheme that enables you to travel between sites and
countries as you choose. There’s no need to pre-book
– low season means campsites are seldom full and
you can stay as long as you like.

www.alanrogers.com/destinations 21

Aside from the obvious benefits of low season touring

(shorter queues, cheaper prices), discovering a country

or rediscovering a place you love at a different time

of year can bring it alive in a whole new way.

Outside the frenzy of high season with its snap-happy
tourists, there is a calmer atmosphere; strolls through the
markets are more leisurely, restaurants and cafés are
bustling only with locals and the fierce summer heat gives
way to balmy temperatures and cooler evenings.

There’s no better way to gather new memories than
with Camping Cheque. The scheme enables you to pay
a fixed rate of just £14.95 on over 600 campsites across
Europe, saving you up to 60% on pitch fees and allowing
you to tour for as long as you like. One Cheque gives you
one night for two people plus a unit on a standard pitch
with electricity, so you can travel as you please. Each site
offers great quality facilities and a convivial atmosphere
all year round.

Low season touring



...the Low Season - with

60%off
22 www.alanrogers.com/destinations
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Low season touring

Camping Cheques are valid for up to

two years, so if you don’t use them up they’ll

carry over to your next trip, whether

it’s abroad or in the UK.

More information
To receive your FREE ccontinental road map,
which explains how Camping Cheque works,

call 01580 214002 

Or download your FREE site directory at
alanrogers.com/directory 
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The Cheques are generally accepted until mid July
and after late August, with more than 90 sites in France
accepting them from 20th August. A number of sites
accept Cheques outside these dates too, but be sure
to check the sites you’re planning to book in the
Camping Cheque directory.

You can either order paper Cheques, or have them
loaded onto your Gold or Silver Card. The Silver Card
is free of charge and is a completely secure way to
purchase and use Cheques. It enables you to check
your balance at any time and top up your Cheques as
you travel, giving you the freedom to extend your holiday
whenever you wish. Opt for the Gold Card at just 45€
for three years and benefit from a range of additional
advantages such as special offers and loyalty points that
can be exchanged for various rewards, as well as the
3 Seasons magazine, which is delivered to your door
for three years.

Alan Rogers Travel Card
The Alan Rogers Travel Card acts like

the Camping Cheque Silver Card and

enables you to pay for a campsite using

electronic Cheques. Simply buy and

load them at any time and enjoy secure,

safe travelling during low season.

See page 6 for more details.



Whether you’re a seasoned camper or it’s your first time

travelling abroad with your tent, caravan or motorhome,

sometimes it’s nice to keep it simple and stay within easy reach

of the ports. Not only does it cut down on travel time, the areas

surrounding the ports are attractive holiday destinations, all too

often overlooked for the charms of the south.
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Welcome
Abroad

Ferry crossings
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Eastern Channel
The appeal of an Eastern Channel crossing is not limited
to the inevitably fast and inexpensive trip. Both Calais
and Dunkirk are just a short drive from Boulogne, a
popular holiday destination with its roots in Roman times
and a rich maritime culture. The medieval city of Lille,
with its diverse architecture, impressive art museums and
tranquil gardens is also close to both ports. Alternatively,
a short drive east from Dunkirk will get you to Bruges,
West Flanders’ beautiful capital. Sometimes referred to
as ‘the Venice of the North’, the city is built on a network
of canals, and its centre was designated a UNESCO
World Heritage Site in 2000.

Crossings from Dover to Calais are available from
both P&O and DFDS and take just 90 minutes. On board,
you can enjoy a variety of hot and cold foods, a leisurely
cappuccino in the coffee lounge or a cold beer in the bar.
Both operators offer activities for children and shopping
facilities, and there’s always time for a refreshing stroll on
the deck. DFDS ferries also run from Dover to Dunkirk
throughout the day and night, with the crossing taking
around 2 hours.

Crossings to Calais can also be made from Folkestone
via Eurotunnel. The crossing takes just 35 minutes and
the service is reliable, with up to four departures per
hour at peak times – a fast and simple way to reach
your destination.

Western Channel
Wide, scenic landscapes and dignified seaside
towns have long drawn visitors to Brittany and
Normandy. Vast stretches of coastline punctuated
by busy fishing villages offer a feeling of escape
without being too far from the ports. Brittany’s capital,
Rennes, is an arresting medley of cobbled streets,
medieval ramparts, Renaissance houses and verdant
parks, and the département’s Celtic origin is still
celebrated. Normandy’s many delights range from
its striking rocky headlands and historic towns to
its cuisine – in particular Camembert and its famous
apple brandy, Calvados.

Crossings from Brittany Ferries and DFDS go to
various ports along the Brittany and Normandy coast.
The Portsmouth to Le Havre route is the quickest, taking
3 hours and 45 minutes, meaning you can be at your
destination in time for a dip in the pool before supper.
Longer crossings are often made overnight, with cabins
to make your journey comfortable, and lounge seats can
also be reserved on Brittany Ferries for budget overnight
trips. All ferries have onboard entertainment and dining
facilities, making for a pleasant and relaxing crossing.

Brittany Ferries offers a hugely popular route from
Portsmouth to St Malo, which has civilised arrival times
and a highly regarded buffet. The operator also runs
a catamaran route from Portsmouth to Cherbourg
between mid-May and mid-September. The trip lasts
just 180 minutes, with a morning departure that lands
you in France by lunchtime. There’s only one sailing
a day on this crossing, so be sure to book early.



Ferry Deals
All ferry crossings are available at
preferential rates from Alan Rogers.
We’re currently offering an exclusive
deal with Brittany Ferries – take your
caravan for FREE on selected sailings.
Routes include Portsmouth to Caen,
Plymouth to Roscoff and Poole to
Cherbourg return trips.

Call us on 01580 214000 today
for more details or to enquire about
our unbeatable ferry deals.

Spain
Holidaying within easy reach of the ports doesn’t limit
you to France; Brittany Ferries also has routes to
Santander and Bilbao in Spain available. These allow
you to start your holiday the moment you step onto the
boat, and enjoy a luxury cruise experience during the
24 hour crossing. Staying near to either of these ports
affords a chance to explore the beauty of the Pyrenees,
a mountain range older than the Alps and, according to
Greek myth, associated with the hero Heracles.

Brittany Ferries runs two ships, the Pont-Aven and the
Cap Finistère, to Spanish ports. The most luxurious of
the operator’s ferries, they have a range of cabins,
including pet-friendly ones on the Cap Finistère. Both
vessels offer spa treatments and have onboard cinemas,
as well as free WiFi access and children’s entertainment.

Where to stay
To enjoy the best of the Nord and Pas-de-Calais,
Kawan Village Château du Gandspette (FR62030) is
an ideal base. A delightful site located on the edge of
a natural park, it’s within easy reach of both Boulogne
and Lille and lends itself to exploration of the Opal
Coast and many of the sites of both World Wars.

Camping de Lombarde (BE0560) in Middelkerke
is a spacious, modern site situated on the Belgian
coast between Bruges and Dunkirk. It offers access
to pleasant sandy beaches and historical cities, as
well as to the area’s moving World War I sites.

If you’re heading to Brittany, Camping Bellevue
(FR22210) is between St Malo and Roscoff, and
is a country retreat with easy access to the cliffs.
Children are well catered for and there is a vast
range of activities organised during peak season.

The well-situated Castel Camping le Château de
Martragny (FR14030) is a medium-sized site that’s
conveniently located between Bayeux and Caen and
close to the D-Day beaches. There’s plenty for families
during high season and it’s a great base from which
to discover what Normandy has to offer.

For travellers to Santander, Camping Playa Joyel
(ES90000) is a lively, well-equipped site by a superb
beach. Several major cities, including Bilbao,
Oviedo and Torrelavega are within driving distance
and there is some great walking in Cantabria’s

stunning nature parks.

East of Bilbao is a friendly campsite
called Gran Camping Zarautz

(ES90390), which offers pitches
with sea views on its perimeter.
With excellent beaches close by

and the Pyrenees to explore, it’s
perfect for a low season break.

Ferry crossings
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• Portsmouth – Le Havre: 3 hrs 45 mins 

• Portsmouth – Caen: 6-7 hours

• Portsmouth – St Malo: 11 hours

• Portsmouth – Cherbourg: 3 hours

• Plymouth – Roscoff: 6-8 hours

• Poole – Cherbourg: from 4.5 hours

• Portsmouth – Bilbao: 24 or 32 hours

• Portsmouth – Santander: 24 hours

• Plymouth – Santander: 20.5 hours

• Dover – Dunkirk: 2 hours

• Dover – Calais: 90 minutes

• Newhaven – Dieppe: 4 hours

• Portsmouth – Le Havre: 5.5 hours

• Dover – Calais: 90 minutes

• Folkestone – Calais: 35 minutes
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A warm welcome awaits you on this
beautiful, quietly situated site. Next to

a sandy beach and close to the pretty
fishing village of Locquémeau, it has
106 pitches separated by hedges with
mature trees providing shade in places.
Facilities include a modern swimming

pool, playground, multisports court and
minigolf and dogs are welcome on-site.

Sites et Paysages les Capucines
Côtes d’Armor, Brittany
Tel +33 296 35 72 28 www.lescapucines.fr 

Flower Camping Longchamp lies on the
Emerald Coast just 150 m. from a

magnificent sandy beach. Set in a
wooded area, this site gives the
impression of being a large landscaped
garden. There are 270 pitches, which
are large and well kept, some level and

others on a slope. The site is peaceful and
facilities include a restaurant, bar, tennis and

minigolf. The attractive town of Dinan is close by.

Flower Camping Longchamp
Ille-et-Vilaine, Brittany
Tel +33 299 46 33 98 www.camping-longchamp.com

This former municipal campsite has been
transformed by its enthusiastic owner

M. Gerente into a most delightful place
to stay. There are 94 reasonably sized,
level, grassy pitches divided by various
flowering shrubs, small trees and, in the
more open area of the site, by white lines

on the grass. The site is alongside the
Nantes Brest canal, and the riverside town

of Châteaulin is only ten minutes’ walk away.

Camping de Rodaven
Finistère Brittany
Tel +33 298 86 32 93 www.campingderodaven.fr 
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The best
campsites in Europe?

Each January, at the prestigious Vakantiebeurs in Utrecht, we

announce the winners of the Alan Rogers Campsite Awards

before an invited audience of Europe’s camping and

caravanning fraternity and related media.
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The Alan Rogers Campsite Awards

 



The Alan Rogers Campsite
Awards 2013
Presented at the Vakantiebeurs, Utrecht
14th January 2014

For more than 40 years, Alan Rogers has been producing

the most authoritative independent campsite guides on

the market, providing consumers with a level of detail and

quality assessment unparalleled by other brands. The Alan

Rogers awards are a celebration of the achievements of

the campsites we recommend, highlighting their

endeavour and recognising their excellence.

The Alan Rogers Awards are designed to reflect the variety

and values conveyed in our guides and on our website.

Candidates from over 3,000 sites and holiday parks across

Europe and the UK are considered, with input from our

dedicated assessors, our head office team and, of course,

our readers. 

Needless to say, it was an extremely difficult task

choosing the winners. The awards cover ten categories,

and each identifies an overall winner and two highly

commended runners up that have shown remarkable

quality during 2013. Find out more about the awards at

alanrogers.com/awards
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Winner
Camping De Paal (NL5970)
Netherlands

Camping De Paal is a first class, family run site set in 
pretty woodland near the Belgian border. Ideal for
young families, a warm welcome always awaits and an 
excellent range of activities keeps everyone entertained.

Runners up
Camping Les Saules (FR41100)
France

The pleasant welcome at this popular campsite ensures 
a great start to every holiday. Run by a local family,
there is plenty to do on-site always in a very convivial 
atmosphere. A large grassy field provides ideal space
for children to play safely.

Balatontourist Camping Napfény (HU5370)
Hungary

An excellent site designed for families with children
of all ages and providing a range of activities, 
Balatontourist Camping Napfény offers guests a
friendly welcome and an enjoyable stay.

Alan Rogers Welcome Award
This award takes account of sites offering a particularly
friendly welcome and maintaining a friendly ambience
throughout readers’ holidays.

The Alan Rogers Campsite Awards

Recognising

excellence

Winner
Marjal Costa Blanca Eco Camping Resort (ES87435)
Spain

This new, fully equipped site is designed to promote 
sustainability and save resources, as well as provide
a fun holiday experience for its guests. Open all year,
it’s ideal for families and winter sun seekers.

Runners up
Camping Elbsee (DE36720)
Germany

This attractive site has developed great facilities and
a comprehensive programme of activities for both
adults and children. There is an associated hotel and 
restaurant nearby.

Camping Krk (CR6758)
Croatia

Formerly Naturist Camping Politin, this pleasant site 
began offering new services in 2013 to complement
the existing eco friendly infrastructure and well equipped 
pitches. Its beautiful location makes it a popular choice.
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Alan Rogers Progress Award
This award reflects the hard work and commitment
undertaken by particular site owners to improve and
upgrade their site. Candidates for this award may be
existing sites which have undergone a far reaching
improvement programme, or sites which have passed
into new ownership and benefited from substantial
investment in terms of time and money.



Winner
Südsee-Camp (DE30700)
Germany

This well run holiday camp caters particularly well for 
children, offering a huge range of outdoor activities.
In addition to horse riding, archery, golf and tennis,
there is a large lake with a shipwreck and sandy shores.

Runners up
Camping Seiser Alm (IT62040)
Italy

This superb site in the Dolomite mountains offers
plenty to keep all ages entertained. Aside from the
on-site activities, there is hiking, Nordic walking,
horse riding and golf nearby.

Kamp Koren Kobarid (SV4270)
Slovenia

This is a peaceful site that provides plenty to do all year 
round. From cycling and rafting in the summer to skiing 
in the winter, visitors are never short of something to 
keep them occupied.

Winner
Camping Union Lido Vacanze (IT60200)
Italy

Union Lido is an amazing site which has been in Alan 
Rogers guides for over 40 years. There is a massive 
range of first rate amenities here and the new Funny 
World family park is unique in Europe. There is direct 
access to a superb sandy beach. All in all, this is a
great site for families of all ages. 

Runners up
Camping le Petit Rocher (FR85000)
France

Situated just 150m from one of the Vendée’s famous 
sandy beaches, this campsite has great amenities and
a friendly atmosphere. There’s also a heated outdoor 
swimming pool complete with slides. 

Orbitur Camping São Pedro de Moel (PO8100)
Portugal 

This quiet, attractive site is located on the edge of
a fine beach and has lots to offer families. The swimming
pool complex includes a paddling pool and flume, and 
facilities are very well appointed.
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Alan Rogers Active Holiday Award
This award reflects sites in outstanding locations which
are ideally suited for active holidays, notably walking or
cycling, but which could extend to include such
activities as winter sports, water sports etc. 

Alan Rogers Seaside Award
This award is made for sites which we feel are
particularly suitable for a really excellent seaside holiday.

Winner
Le Camp de Florence (FR32010)
France

An excellent getaway in the Gers countryside, this 
campsite is ideally situated for walking and cycling.
The restaurant serves superb local food and pitches 
have stunning views of the idyllic surrounding landscape. 

Runners up
Camping Al Sole (IT62320)
Italy

Situated by the sparkling turquoise waters of Lake
Ledro, this campsite is a fantastic countryside getaway 
run by a friendly family. There is a sandy beach and an 
outstanding wellness centre on-site.

Veluwecamping De Pampel (NL5840)
Netherlands 

This site has a congenial atmosphere and caters well
to families, having great facilities for children. It’s set in 
the forest, with a large area of woodland to explore
on foot or by bicycle.

Alan Rogers Country Award
This award acknowledges sites which are attractively
located in pleasant, rural locations. 



Winner
Camping El Mirador de Cabaneros (ES90960)
Spain

Set in the Cabaneros National Park, this delightful
site is run by a helpful and friendly family. Its peaceful 
location is a haven for walkers and birdwatchers,
or for a relaxing break.

Runners up
Langstone Manor Holiday Park (UK0802)
England

Developed in the grounds of the old Langstone Manor 
house, this quiet holiday park is located in a sheltered 
wooded valley. Facilities are modern and the new 
camping area has open views of the moor.

Camping Lazy (SK4955)
Slovakia

A lovely small site on a working farm, Lazy is ideal for 
nature lovers, being a great base from which to explore 
the Slovakian countryside. With only 15 spacious 
pitches, it is the perfect peaceful escape.

Winner
Camping Jesolo International (IT60370)
Italy

This great, resort-style destination is said to be the
first carbon neutral campsite in the world and is
located alongside an uncrowded, white sandy beach. 
Facilities are excellent and there is plenty to do both
on and off-site. 

Runners up
Camping Monte Holiday (ES92120)
Spain

Situated in an open, sunny valley, Camping Monte 
Holiday has recently introduced fully renewable heating 
and hot water. It’s in a fantastic location with many 
activities nearby for sports enthusiasts. 

Vrijetijdspark Beerze Bulten (NL5985)
Netherlands

A large leisure park with superb amenities, this site 
established the Bultje Foundation in 2013, dedicated
to improving the welfare of children. There is a focus on 
children at the site, with a unique playground and plenty 
of play equipment.
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Alan Rogers Small Campsite Award
This award acknowledges top quality small campsites
(less than 75 pitches) which offer a friendly welcome
and top quality amenities throughout the season.

Alan Rogers Innovation Award
This award acknowledges campsites with outstanding
creative and original concepts, possibly with features
which are unique, and simply cannot be found
elsewhere.

Alan Rogers Readers’ Award
Alan Rogers readers are invited to nominate their
favourite campsite (by means of an online poll at
www.alanrogers.com and www.alanrogers.nl). 

Winner
Beverley Park (UK0870)
England

This established holiday centre in Devon is family
run and caters excellently to every need. It’s popular,
set in a great location and attractively landscaped.
There’s a vast range of activities available and facilities 
are well maintained. A clear favourite among Alan
Rogers readers.



Winner
Camp du Domaine (FR83120)
France

A large, attractive site on the glamorous Côte d’Azur,
Camp du Domaine is the perfect location for beach 
lovers and active families. The kids club keeps children 
entertained and there’s a range of sports and activities 
for teenagers and adults.

Runners up
RCN le Moulin de la Pique (FR24350)
France

A high quality destination in the heart of the Dordgne, 
this campsite has a superb range of activities for children
and teenagers. There’s a huge pool complex, as well as 
sports tournaments, treasure hunts and much more. 

Europacamping Nommerlayen (LU7620)
Luxembourg

This campsite is designed for families, with pitches 
grouped beside age-appropriate play areas and facilities 
that cater to families. A top quality site located in the 
wooded hills of central Luxembourg.

The Alan Rogers Campsite Awards
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Alan Rogers Special Award
The Special Award is presented to campsites which we
feel have suffered very significant setbacks, but have
coped admirably in very difficult circumstances. In 2013,
we wish to acknowledge two very special campsites.

Park Grubhof (AU0265)
Austria 

This is a highly impressive Austrian campsite that 
was badly affected by flooding, but which very 
rapidly returned to its normal, very high standard.

Castel Camping Caravanning Saint-Avit Loisirs 
(FR24180) France

The owners of this site developed a second top quality 
location, Le Cro Magnon, over a period of ten years. 
Very sadly, they have been obliged to close Le Cro 
Magnon as a result of a possible subsidence risk,
and we wish to acknowledge their excellent work
at both campsites.

Alan Rogers Family Site Award
Many sites claim to be family friendly but this award
acknowledges the sites we feel to be the very best in
this respect. 
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Comfortable
outdoor holidays

Camping is one of the best ways to enjoy a relaxing holiday

while rediscovering nature at the same time. But getting back

to nature doesn’t have to mean giving up comfort. That’s why

Kawan Villages campsites offer their customers spacious

deluxe pitches with not only electricity, but also water

and used water drainage.

In the Kawan Villages group, a warm welcome is guaranteed
and the managers of the 37 campsites do their best to offer

customers a pleasant, relaxing stay.
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While a good swimming pool complex with slides and
a lovely restaurant in an old house may be important
features for many guests, the key to a great holiday is
a quality pitch that doesn’t compromise on space and
comfort. Kawan Villages sites don’t disappoint; pitches
are large – some are more than 250 m2 – and well
equipped with electricity, a water tap and used water
drainage. Some locations will even provide a barbecue,
while others have free WiFi access. On some sites,
every pitch is deluxe. 

Several of the Kawan Villages campsites go one step
further and provide pitches with individual sanitation
blocks for the complete comfort of their guests. These
blocks, set on the most spacious pitches, include a
washbasin, shower and WC inside, and kitchen sink
outside, offering the highest level of convenience to
campers and caravanners. Be sure to book in advance
to take advantage of these extremely popular pitches.
All Kawan Villages campsites accept Camping Cheques
(16€) in low season, but a supplement may be charged
for pitches with an individual sanitation block.

More details on Kawan Villages sites:
www.kawan-villages.com
0033 3 85 72 29 00

Kawan Villages: 37 sites in France, Italy and Spain

Individual sanitation block: 6 sites

Deluxe pitches: 25 sites

Kawan Villages campsites

(advertisement feature)



If your tourer or motorhome was parked for the winter, it’s

time to prepare for the season ahead. Leading caravanning

author John Wickersham explains which road safety and

living accommodation tasks should be at the top of your list.

Spring

John Wickersham

into action

The green sheen

Caravans and motorhomes can look rather

sad after long, passive periods. If your ‘van

was parked near trees, it might be tinged

with green deposits. Fortunately it doesn’t

take long to recapture good looks with

a soft bristle brush mounted on a pole.

There are also good cleaning products

that help shift marks without the need

for much physical exertion.

Be aware that a high pressure
hose might damage a caravan’s

protective sealants; a more
gentle approach is much better. 
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A spring masterclass
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ROAD-GOING SAFETY

Re-creating a shine is an encouraging start, but it’s just a cosmetic

improvement. More important recommissioning work relates to road-going

safety. For instance, caravan and motorhome tyres slowly get damaged

when a vehicle stands still for extended spells - that often surprises

new owners.

Cracking tyres

If you don’t periodically move a leisure vehicle, the same part of the tyres bears

the brunt of its weight and the sidewalls typically fail first. So check the inside

and outside faces with care and look for cracks like the ones shown here.

Replace tyres as soon as you see cracks – in spite of the fact that the

treads look unworn.

Tyre pressures

Also check tyre pressures. Take readings when tyres are cold and find out

the recommended pressure from your Owner’s Handbook. ‘Dial type’ gauges

are known for their reliability and usually achieve best accuracy when the

required reading falls roughly midway in the range.

Although gauges with digital readouts are becoming popular, good quality

‘dial-types’ are known for accuracy.

Brake lever

When a caravan is stored on level ground and its wheels are well-chocked,

it is often recommended to leave the brakes OFF. Then, if they do seize-up

during months of inactivity, at least the ‘van can be moved to a position

where its drum assemblies can be inspected and re-adjusted.

The hand brake lever is released and engaged several times to activate

its cable and couplings.

Road lights

Many owners wisely apply a moisture-repelling lubricant to

their plug and socket system. However, make sure that you

use a product which doesn’t react with the plastic casings.

Then couple-up to your towcar to confirm that the caravan’s

road lights are working.

An industrial product like Tri-Flow creates clean electrical

connections which will stay in good condition for

several months.

Servicing work
It makes sense to have a road-going safety service
carried out at the start of a season, though most
owners logically decide to have a full habitation service
completed at the same time. However, you’ll need to
book this well in advance because workshops get
frenetically busy in springtime.A brake overhaul calls for the expertise of a

knowledgeable specialist and requires the right tools.
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A spring masterclass

LIVING ACCOMMODATION

Having checked the integrity of towing components, it’s then time to

look at appliances and supply systems. Equally important among the

‘habitation’ tasks is to arrange a professional inspection to confirm that

a caravan’s structure is effectively resisting bad weather. Note: Damp

checking forms part of a standard caravan service but many dealers

also conduct a damp inspection as a ‘stand-alone’ operation

Leisure batteryMany owners remove their leisure battery and keep it charged up at home

during a long storage period. So now it’s time to put the fully-charged battery

back in the ‘van. When re-connecting it, make sure that the clamps coupled

to the live and neutral pillars are clean and free of rust.

When you’ve tightened a battery’s coupling clamps, add a small smear of

grease or Vaseline.Water filtersFor many years, various types of cartridge taste filters have been fitted to

caravan fresh water supply systems. Some are screwed into a filter housing

from outside, whereas other types are coupled into the main water

service pipe.An old cartridge filter might be a health hazard so fit a new one now and

replace it periodically throughout the caravanning season.

Closing drain-down points
You will have meticulously drained down your tourer or motor caravan,

especially the water heater. If the storage vessel of a water heater is allowed

to freeze, there will be irreparable damage that is not covered by a caravan

or motorhome warranty.
Before coupling up your water supply container, remember to close the

release valve that drained your hot water heater.

Checking the taps

All taps should have been left open to release the

pressure build-up that often occurs when residual water

freezes. This is because ice expands when it forms in

the pipes. Stale water trapped in pipe ‘down-turns’

also needs to be flushed from the system.

Once all the drain-down points have been closed,

it’s time to confirm that your pump and the hot and

cold taps are working.



For more detailed guidance:

Some Owner’s Handbooks include advice on

recommissioning operations at the start of every

season: others are less comprehensive. If your

caravan’s handbook is missing or its guidance is

brief, you will find a remarkable amount of illustrated

information in the following books written by

John Wickersham and published by Haynes:

The Caravan Manual (4th Edit, 2009)

The Motorcaravan Manual (3rd Edit, 2012)

Available from all good bookshops, internet book

retailers and from Haynes Customer Services

Tel: 01963 442030 haynes.co.uk

For more technical advice and to watch John’s

free video clips see website: wickyworld.co.uk.

Further ‘Wicky Quicky’ clips are also on the

home page of caravanchannel.co.uk

Be safe and certain before taking your caravan away

after it has spent a prolonged time in storage. Failing to

check things over carefully and methodically may lead

to unwanted surprises. So follow my suggestions and

enjoy your adventures in the season ahead.

Re-installing gas cylinders

Some owners remove gas cylinders from a caravan or motorhome prior

to a long period of inactivity. It’s a useful safety precaution provided they

are stored under cover in a shed which has low level ventilation outlets.

Fitting and re-coupling a gas cylinder (or two) enables you to check the

operation of your cooking and heating appliances.

Smoke and gas alarms

Many caravans are equipped with a smoke alarm, and since

1st September 2011, National Caravan Council approved caravans

have also been fitted with a carbon monoxide detector. These devices

usually run on their own independent batteries as opposed to the

‘van’s 12V supply.

It is pointless having safety alarms if the batteries are flat. So check your

batteries are working!

Damp checking

During a long period of winter storage, harsh weather sometimes leads

to rainwater creeping into the structure of a caravan or motorhome.

Any incidence of damp needs immediate attention so it’s important to

have periodic damp checks carried out.

A technician uses an electrically-operated damp meter and takes readings

at around 50 points inside a caravan or motorhome.
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The Loire
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The Loire Valley may be famous for its fine wines and

picturesque landscapes, but the most enchanting feature

of this region is its majestic châteaux. From Château

d’Anet in the North to Culan in the South, they offer some

of the most spectacular architecture in the world.

Châteaux
of the Loire
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The Loire

A magnificent illustration of French thought and design, each of the Loire châteaux

tells a story of the region. From grand royal residences to military headquarters and

even prisons, they have served countless purposes through times of war and peace.

Today, they present a fascinating insight into France’s rich history, and the surrounding

estates, vineyards and woodlands are the ideal place for cycling and walking.
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The garden of France
The Loire Valley’s fertile lands have earned it the title of

‘Garden of France’, so it’s no surprise to find some of the
country’s most beautiful and impeccably maintained
gardens there. One of the most striking examples is the
garden at Château de Villandry, terraced on three tiers and
dating from 1906.

Visitors can take a gentle stroll through the Garden of
Music, the Garden of Love and the Water Garden, each of
which offers a riot of geometrical shapes, vibrant colours
and enticing scents. Even the kitchen garden gives the
impression of a colourful chessboard, with its greens, reds
and blues arranged in the ordered plots that monks of the
Middle Ages would have used.

In contrast to these is the woodland, situated above
the rest of the grounds and ideal for a leisurely ramble.
Here, tourists can view the gardens from a different
perspective or climb the scenic trail to the wooden
gazebo for a short rest.

The charming gardens at Château d’Usse are
structured on a terrace and overlook the Chinon forest.
Designed by Andre Le Notre, creator of the gardens at
Versailles, they are richly ornate, the lawns highlighted by
bright flowers and fountains. Above the flower garden is
the orangery, which dates back to 1664 and is filled with
orange and lemon trees, many of which existed prior
to the French Revolution. 

The château itself is said to be the inspiration for
Charles Perrault’s ‘Sleeping Beauty’, and waxworks of
the story’s characters bring the tale to life inside the castle.

Camping de la Mignardière is situated within easy reach
of both châteaux, and offers plenty of amenities for the
active traveller: bicycle hire is available for those who fancy
a cycle to the nearest château, and there are numerous
sports and activities both on-site and nearby to enjoy.
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The Loire

Don’t miss...

Château de Blois
The Royal Château de Blois is the perfect introduction
to the Loire châteaux. Situated at the gateway to the
Loire Valley, it paints a vivid portrait of the region’s
history, art and royal inhabitants. Its diverse architectural
styles echo the variation in design that can be
experienced across the Loire, and its opulent royal
apartments provide an excellent insight into the daily
life of the Renaissance court.

Château de Chambord
The largest and most elaborate of all the Loire châteaux,
Château de Chambord was built as a hunting lodge for
François I. Used as the inspiration for the Beast’s castle
in Disney’s Beauty and the Beast, the château captures
the imagination, while its surrounding forest is a joy to
explore on foot or by bicycle.

Château d’Azay le Rideau
Situated on an island in the river Indre, Château d’Azay
le Rideau has both accommodated kings and borne their
wrath. Burned to the ground by the future Charles VII in
1418, it was reconstructed over 100 years later by the
Mayor of Tours and in the 17th century received both
Louis XIII and Louis XIV as guests.  

Château de Valençay
Blending Classical and Renaissance architecture,
Château de Valençay played a magnificent host
to European dignitaries during the time of Napolean.
The grounds present over forty hectares of delightful
gardens and vineyards to explore, and the maze,
children’s château and farm provide something for
all the family.

Château de Chaumont
With its rounded turrets and winding staircases,
Château de Chaumont is the quintessential fairytale
castle. Overlooking the stunning scenery of the Loire
Valley, the estate often welcomes exhibitions by
internationally renowned contemporary artists and
photographers.



The women’s château
Château de Chenonceau is the Loire’s ‘Château des
Dames’, having been built and cared for by some of
France’s most influential women. Built by Katherine
Briçonnet and developed by Diane de Poitiers and
Henry II’s queen, Catherine de Medici, it has survived
the French Revolution and both world wars. Spanning
the river Cher, it was used during the Second World
War as a means of escaping from Nazi occupied
territory to free France on the opposite bank.

The gardens of Catherine de Medici and Diane de
Poitiers are spectacular throughout the spring and
summer, with their orange trees, climbing rose trees,
daffodils, petunias and lilliput dahlias. 

The children’s play area and maze offer something
for youngsters, and summer visitors can enjoy the
gardens by night, wandering through the illuminated
walkways to the music of Italian classical composer
Arcangelo Corelli.

Camping le Moulin Fort is located just 1.5 km

from Château de Chenonceau.Walk or cycle

along the southern river bank for prime

views of this beautiful castle.

Where to stay

Sites et Paysages
de Chantepie
Coutures
alanrogers.com/FR49020

Kawan Village Camping
du Port Caroline
Brain-sur-l’Authion
alanrogers.com/FR49030

Flower Camping
Val de Loire
Les Rosiers-sur-Loire
alanrogers.com/FR49180

Domaine du Houssay
Sarthe
alanrogers.com/FR72250

Camping du Lac
de Maine
Angers
alanrogers.com/FR49000
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Le Parc de Fierbois is set in the heart of the
Loire Valley among 250 acres of lakes

and forest. The site offers 420 pitches
as well as a variety of accommodation
including mobile homes, chalets and
treehouses. There’s a range of
amenities including a heated, covered

pool, aquapark and entertainment
programmes, and some of the regions

finest châteaux and vineyards are nearby.

Camping Le Parc de Fierbois
Saint Catherine-de-Fierbois, Indre-et-Loire 
Tel +33 247 65 43 35 www.fierbois.com  

A delightful, well tended site, Les Coteaux
du Lac is located between several of the

notable Loire châteaux, close to the
medieval town of Loches. Set on the
banks of a lake, the site offers a
convivial atmosphere and a great base
for exploring the southern Loire valley.

Both pitches and accommodation are
available and the lovely restaurant is on

the edge of the beach. 

Camping les Coteaux du Lac
Indre-et-Loire, Val de Loire
Tel +33 247 92 77 83 www.lescoteauxdulac.com 

A secluded holiday village set in the heart
of the forest, with many sporting facilities

and a super spa centre, Camping les
Alicourts is midway between Orléans
and Bourges. There are 490 pitches,
153 for touring and the remainder
occupied by mobile homes and

chalets. The excellent facilities are
open all season and the leisure

amenities are exceptional.

Leading Camping les Alicourts 
Loir-et-Cher, Val de Loire
Tel +33 254 88 63 34 www.lesalicourts.com 
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• In some European countries, each 

passenger in your vehicle is required
to have a reflective vest. These need
to be carried in the car itself and are 
compulsory in France, Austria, Spain 
and Belgium, and recommended in 
Portugal. When necessary, vests
should be put on before you exit
the vehicle.

• Satellite navigation systems that
warn of mobile speed traps are illegal
in almost all European countries.
Those warning of fixed speed camera 
locations must have the function
turned off in France, Switzerland,
Ireland and Germany.

• Low emissions are becoming more
common throughout Europe. You may 
need to purchase a window sticker
to visit certain areas – visit 
www.lowemissionzones.eu
for details.

If you’re heading to a new European destination this

year, it always pays to be up to speed with the latest

rules and regulations. Take a look at the advice

below to help you prepare for your trip.
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• From 1 January 2014, it is compulsory 
to use dipped headlights whilst driving
in Switzerland during daylight hours.
The fine for not doing so is CHF 40.00. 
Use of headlights at all times is also 
compulsory in Croatia, Czech Republic, 
Denmark, Hungary, Italy, Slovenia
and Sweden.

• Some towns and villages don’t
have the 50kph/30mph speed limit 
signposted. Instead, the name of
the town or village is displayed on a 
rectangular sign edged in red, which 
signifies that the speed limit is 50kph.
As you exit, a similar sign edged in
black with a red line through the name 
denotes a return to the speed limit
that was in place before you entered
the town.

• Portuguese regulations stipulate that 
bicycles can’t be carried on the rear
of a car. They can, however, be carried 
at the rear of a motorhome or caravan, 
provided they do not exceed the width 
of the vehicle or extend more than
45cm beyond its length.

Taking the dog abroad is much easier now, but certain

breeds are banned in France. Category One dogs such

as Pitbulls, Mastiffs, Terriers and Tosas without

recognised pedigrees are banned, while Category Two

dogs (including some of the above with a pedigree) are

placed under certain restrictions. Remember to ensure

vaccinations are up to date.



the real 
France

Wake up to

There is surely no better way to experience

France than by exploring its vineyards, woodlands

and towns at your leisure.Walking or cycling is

the perfect way to get acquainted with this

spectacular country, enabling you to immerse

yourself in its rich heritage and culture.

- Easy going routes

- Charming hotels

- Tempting menus

- No bags to carry
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Belle France

(advertisement feature)



Much of the France lends itself to walking and cycling;
many of the old railway lines have been converted into
‘voies vertes’ – green ways that are designed for touring
the countryside by bike or on foot. In addition, numerous
waymarked paths provide clear routes through lowlands,
forests and mountainous regions, revealing the country’s
superb scenery.

For over 20 years Belle France has specialised in
cycling and walking holidays in France. The formula is
simple: easy going routes for the most part, meandering
through scenic landscapes and allowing plenty of time for
interesting diversions. At the end of each day, friendly,
comfortable little hotels offer comfy beds, interesting wine
lists and a choice of regional cuisine, included in the price
of your holiday.

Belle France provides detailed maps and notes to help
you along your way and, to make life even easier, your
luggage is transferred between hotels as you travel, leaving
you free to take each day at your own pace. It really is the
most relaxing, hassle-free way to wake up to the real France.

• A complete and trouble-free experience

• Detailed notes and local maps where necessary

• Half board at hotels unless stated otherwise

• All baggage moves between hotels included

• Height-matched bicycle hire provided

• Expert advice and support

For a special
treat

or celebr
ation, a

select
ion of château

hotels with Michelin

starre
d restau

rants

and gourmet menus

is also included.
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Contact the Belle France team

today on 01580 214010
to request a brochure or
make a booking.
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Camping

A combination of the slow economy and

improvements in equipment mean that the past

few years have seen camping become an ever

more popular pursuit.Whether you’re pitching

your tent at Glastonbury or taking the kids

away for a week to the Lake District, camping

is now the fashionable way to enjoy the fresh

air and Britain’s best countryside.

A Beginners’ Guide to 



The right campsite 
The campsite you choose will shape your whole

experience, so it’s important to pick somewhere you’ll
enjoy being. Campsites come in many forms, but generally
fall into one of two categories: the more basic sites and
the larger holiday parks with lots of facilities. These are
great for kids and have fantastic leisure facilities, bars,
crèches and shops on-site, whereas the more basic ones
offer a real sense of getting back to nature in outstanding
rural settings, with more limited facilities but a great
feeling of freedom. 

Consider whether you want to be on a lively site with
plenty to do or a more peaceful one. This will depend 

not only on the site, but also on the time of year. If you’re
looking for a restful, quiet time away, it’s best to avoid
school holidays. Think about the types of activities you’d
like to do too. Many UK sites such as Thriftwood Holiday
Park (UK3038) in Kent have fishing, golf and horse riding
nearby. The site is also situated close to Brands Hatch,
making it ideal for a weekend trip to watch motorsport.
Others, such as Woodlands Grove (UK0840) in Devon,
provide even more, having attractions such as an
adjacent zoo park and falconry centre.
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The days of waking up to find yourself somewhat damp from the elements are all but over for many

campers. Today, tents that stay firmly pitched in strong winds and dry in heavy showers are readily

available, and thanks to a longer season than on the continent, camping trips in the UK can be made

most of the year round. If you’re thinking of embarking on your first holiday under canvas this year,

we have some essential advice to help you get the most from your experience.

The Alan Rogers Britain & Irelandguide is packed with campsitesuggestions ranging from small,woodland sites to larger holiday parks.Each site is independently inspectedfor quality, and details of facilitiesand prices are included.
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Pitch Perfect

Finding a tent 
Your tent will be your home away from home, so

choose wisely. If you’re a first timer, it’s always best to
visit a camping show to see tents fully erected before
you buy. Check the zips are sturdy and non-rusting and
ensure the fly sheet has strong seams. You will also
want to consider what material you use and that will
partly depend on what time of year you intend to camp. 

Sizes are usually on the cosy side, so if there’s two of
you sleeping in the tent, go for a three-man option to
ensure you have plenty of room for your belongings too.
You may want to consider a tent with a porch to keep
shoes and wellies outside the main sleeping space,
especially if you’re camping in all weathers.

Do a practise pitch in the garden before you head off
on your first trip to ensure you’re familiar with how to set
your tent up. That way, when you arrive at the campsite,
you can get the tent up quickly and easily. Wild camping
is not encouraged in the UK, but there are sites that
offer a wild camping experience. If you’re a first-timer,
it’s always best to go to a reputable site if only for the
sake of security. Pitches are often cheaper than you’d
expect, especially in low season.

RECIPE – baked banana boat

Try this popular treat for a tasty camping dessert:

Cut lengthways down a banana, leaving the skin

on, and stuff it with chocolate pieces, mini

marshmallows and chopped nuts.Wrap it in foil

and place on the grill of your barbecue or in

the embers of the fire for about 5 minutes.

Then unwrap and eat with a spoon.

Getting it pegged
• Grassy pitches will require the standard 

6" steel pegs and 8" pegs for corners 
and guylines, while sites in areas like the
Peak District may require sturdier rock 
pegs to cope with harder ground. 

• Always attach your guylines, even in 
calm weather.

• Never pitch in a ditch! There’s more 
chance of waking up damp if it rains, so
try to set up your tent on higher ground.

• If you’re thinking of digging a drainage 
ditch, always obtain permission from the
site owner first – remember there will be 
someone using the pitch after you.

Delicious!
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Cook up a storm 
One of the main attractions of camping is being able

to cook and eat outdoors. Many campsites allow
barbecues and there are plenty of options for hearty
meals. Baked potatoes and sweet potatoes are an easy
and tasty option, and vegetable omelettes are great for
any meal. It’s a good idea to take a cool box for chilled
foods such as cheese or fresh meat if you’re going away
for a short period – there are many on the market that
will keep food fresh for several days. 

If you don’t fancy cooking every night, most campsites
have a bar or restaurant on site or nearby. Sites such as
Castlerigg Hall (UK5660) in Cumbria have a restaurant
that serves home-cooked breakfasts and evening meals
using locally sourced ingredients.

What if it rains?
Camping in the UK always brings with it the risk of

changeable weather. Appropriate clothing is of course
necessary, but you’ll also need plenty of things to keep
yourselves and the kids entertained in a downpour.

Taking a deck of cards and some board games will
while away an afternoon, but seasoned campers in the
UK have spent many a rainy day in their raincoats and
wellies enjoying the outdoors regardless. Staying at a
site with plenty of attractions nearby can also mean the
wet weather doesn’t spoil your fun. You can keep dry
by popping to a local museum or exploring one of the
UK’s grand castles on a showery day. 
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Situated in the Devon countryside, Woodlands
is a pleasant site with a range of activities and
entertainment appealing to all ages. Taking 350
units, it overlooks the adjacent woodland and
leisure park. 

Woodlands Grove
Totnes, Devon Tel +44 1803 71 25 98

www.woodlands-caravanpark.com

Well located for exploring Kent, this attractive
site is within easy reach of London. The touring
area here has a good number of hardstandings
available, and grassy tent pitches around
the edge. 

Thriftwood Holiday Park    
Sevenoaks, Kent Tel +44 1732 82 22 61  

www.thriftwoodholidaypark.com

Located half a mile apart and overlooking
Fleet Lagoon, Chesil Band and Lyme Bay,
Sea Barn and West Fleet are ideal for tent and
motorcaravan holidays. Pitches are grassy
with excellent views. 

Sea Barn & West Fleet
Weymouth, Dorset Tel +44 1305 78 22 18

www.seabarnfarm.co.uk
www.westfleetholidays.co.uk

This popular family park is 1.5 miles from a
sandy beach and within a short distance of
Exeter and Torquay. Many pitches have beautiful
country views and facilities are well appointed. 

Crofton Country
Dawlish, Devon Tel +44 1626 89 01 11

www.coftonholidays.co.uk

Taste the delights of the Gers – wines, Armagnac
and our signature cocktail, Pousse Rapier.

Visit us online at
www.monluc.fr
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In recent years, the creation of new golf courses

has accelerated across Europe. There are an

estimated 2 million regular golfers in the UK

alone, many of whom like to play a game while

on holiday or take a golfing weekend away.

ClubJoin the
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Choosing campsites for golf
Golf is one of the world’s most popular sports and many
campsites aim to appeal to golfers – whether they be
groups of players on a long weekend, casual golfers
fancying a round or two during their family holiday,
or just someone for whom the option of a few holes
without having to travel far is attractive.   

Some campsites have developed their own on-site
courses, some as fully-fledged clubs with a clubhouse,
restaurant facilities and the like; others with more informal
holidaymakers in mind, perhaps offering a 9-hole course
or driving range. In addition you’ll discover campsites
positioned close to some of Europe’s finest courses,
often with specially arranged green fees.

You might be a low handicap player who fancies the
challenge of some new courses; perhaps you’ve been
tasked with the job of putting together a mates’ golfing
weekend; or you might be planning the family camping
holiday and fancy packing the clubs, just in case.

It’s about impressive accommodation too: ‘traditional’
campers with caravans, motorhomes and tents bring
their clubs along of course. But campsites also offer
a range of accommodation, from mobile homes and
chalets to lodges, gîtes and even hotels in their grounds

Campsite holidays and golf go well together.
Regardless of the accommodation type, you can find
a golfing experience to suit all needs. Some campsites
have superb 18-hole courses on site. For example,
Domaine des Ormes in Brittany has its own course
in the grounds of its 17th-century château, complete
with private clubhouse, bar and shop.

Others, including Orangerie de Lanniron, offer very
attractive, landscaped 9-hole courses, ideal for an
impromptu game or two during the family holiday.
Relaxed, fun and so convenient.

A number of campsites, such as Pra’ delle Torri (IT60030)
near Venice, set out to cater for keen golfers wanting to
enjoy excellent courses in the vicinity. They may offer
their own club hire, specially arranged discounts or
special weekend rates for golfing groups.

Golf
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The joys of golf
Golf has so much to commend it: a not-too-energetic
game, with a variable degree of competitiveness
(depending on who you’re playing), played over a period
of a few hours peppered with plenty of banter, hopefully
some flashes of glory, no doubt some quickly forgotten
disasters, and ideally a cool drink at the end over which
to reflect, rib and savour the prospect of the next game.

Mix this with the benefits of fresh air, gentle exercise
over perhaps several miles, a little mental stimulation,
and pleasant surroundings, and it’s a great combination
for your overall wellbeing. And of course it can
be played by players of all ages and abilities, socially
or competitively.

Practical advice
Be sure to warm up properly – you do not want
a painful back injury while on holiday 

Drink water as you play – dehydration is fast in
hot conditions

Take suncream and a hat – sunburn will quickly
ruin a holiday 

Green fees are generally the norm but it’s worth 
enquiring at campsite reception or calling a local
course before setting out for the day

Continental courses can be relaxed in terms of
dress code but it’s not worth risking it – assume
the same as at home and you won’t go far wrong
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A secluded holiday village set in the heart
of the forest, with many sporting facilities

and a super spa centre, Camping les
Alicourts is midway between Orléans
and Bourges. There are 490 pitches,
153 for touring and the remainder
occupied by mobile homes and chalets.

The site has its own golf course with
pitching and putting greens as well as

offering golf tuition.

Leading Camping les Alicourts
Loir-et-Cher, Val de Loire
Tel +33 254 88 63 34 www.lesalicourts.com 

Surrounded by pine woods, la Rive has
a superb beach-side location on Lac

de Sanguinet. There are 800 pitches,
and the swimming pool complex is
wonderful with pools linked by water
channels and bridges. An 18-hole golf
course is nearby, which offers club hire

and has a driving range and pitching
green. Golf tuition is also available.

Camping Resort la Rive
Landes, Aquitaine
Tel +33 558 78 12 33 www.larive.fr 

A friendly family-run site, Keranterec has
265 grassy pitches with terraced pitches

set in a former orchard which slopes
down to the creek. Spacious and
divided by mature hedging, many
pitches have shade from apple trees
(cider is still made here). Shops and

restaurants in historic Concarneau are
8 km and excellent sandy beaches

are on the doorstep. 

Camping de Keranterec
La Foret-Fouesnant
Tel +33 298 56 81 73 www.camping-keranterec.com
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A pleasant site with a good family
atmosphere, Camping le Neri is ideally

situated for exploring the Gers. There
are several golf courses within easy
driving distance, where lessons are
offered by pros, and for some light
hearted fun, there is mini golf on-site.

Other activities include fishing and
bowling, and there are several nearby

towns such as Lectoure to explore.

Camping le Neri
Mauroux, Gers
Tel +33 581 67 50 10 www.campingleneri.com 
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Situated on the western side of the Cotentin
peninsula, Camping du Golf is a friendly

site with a variety of activities available
for all the family. The site has direct
access to a 9-hole golf course with
a driving range, putting green and
practice bunker, and professional tuition

is available. The site itself has good-sized,
fully serviced pitches, and facilities include

a swimming pool, bar and shop.

Flower Camping du Golf
Manche, Normandy
Tel +33 233 04 78 90 www.camping-du-golf.fr

See if you can
win! BIG

To enter simply go to
www.alanrogers.com/winbig 

win!
BIG

WIN AHOLIDAY



Wacky Practicals bungee 
Perfect for al fresco dining, this bungee from
Wacky Practicals can hold bottles, candles or
any other item you might wish to bring outdoors.
Not only does it add a splash of colour, it also
flat packs making it easy to store and transport. 

£5.99 www.wackypracticals.com

Feuerhand Storm Lantern
Brighten up your tent or caravan with this
decorative lantern, available in a range of colours.
The high grade lamp gives light for up to 20 hours
with a full tank, without flickering or sooting,
making it ideal for a spot of interior lighting.

£25.95 www.happy-camping.co.uk

LittleLife animal kids daysack
This fun little backpack has been created especially
for children up to 7 years old. Its adjustable,
padded shoulder straps make it comfy to wear on
long walks and the Dinosaur, Bee and Ladybird
designs make it stand out from the crowd – your
kids will be the envy of all their
new friends!

£21.99 www.snowandrock.com

Vapur Quencher
Keep the whole family happy and hydrated
on long walks or cycles with this funky Vapur
Quencher. Personalise the design with different
sticker sheets and add-ons, and say goodbye to
waste – simply wash them up or pop them in the
dishwasher and reuse them. They also fold up
after use to save space in your backpack.

£11.99 www.happy-camping.co.uk

bagIn
th

e
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Collapsible pet bowl
This collapsible pet bowl from Wacky Practicals
means you’ll never have to struggle to squeeze a
plastic bowl into your rucksack again. Made from
non-toxic materials and easy to clean, there’s no
better way to keep the dog well fed on long walks.

£11.99 www.wackypracticals.com

Go Travel Karabiner
multi tool
You’ll never be caught off guard with the
Karabiner multi tool. Featuring a knife, nail file,
saw and bottle opener, this handy accessory
means you’re always ready for the great outdoors.
Its ergonomic design is comfortable to hold and
it’s easily attached to a belt or bag while you’re
on the move.

£9.95 www.alloutdoor.co.uk

Coleman CHT15 headlamp
With this new high performance headlamp, there’s
no reason why your outdoor adventures should
stop when it gets dark. Why not take a dusk or
night time nature walk? Thanks to the blue and
red LED bulbs and a low slight setting, you’ll be
able to spot wildlife without causing too much of
a disturbance.

£30.00 www.gooutdoors.co.uk
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Recent years have seen a dramatic increase in demand for spa

treatments.With the stresses and demands of modern living,

how pleasant to indulge in some well deserved ‘me-time’ to

help you unwind. Spas and treatments are available in all

kinds of places but campsites are not usually associated with

pampering self-indulgence.We explode the myth.

Take time to unwind
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Recharge and refresh
The growth of spas and interest in personal wellbeing
in recent years has been remarkable. In these busy,
stressful times it seems more and more of us need to
stop occasionally and relax and recharge the batteries
once in a while. Spas, health centres and alternative
treatment clinics have sprung up, whether in bespoke
complexes, hotels or smaller, private centres and
‘pampering yourself’ has become part of the holiday
expectation.

Interestingly, campsites have also embraced this recent
trend. Some have developed impressive, purpose-built
centres with a range of the latest treatments and facilities,
from thalassotherapy to hot stone treatments. Indeed
certain continental campsites have spas that would put
many UK centres to shame: havens of tranquillity, well
equipped, from the latest technology down to the
perfect fluffy robes, and exuding zen-like calm.

Many campsites consider themselves great holiday
destinations, but also offer the chance to relax, unwind
and indulge in their wellbeing facilities. Maybe you’re
looking for a high quality modern campsite with the
very latest in on-site spa facilities; or perhaps you fancy
a great campsite where you can sneak off and indulge
in an occasional massage. 
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New age campsites
Many campsites throughout Europe are responding to
demand by investing in professional spa and wellness
centres with qualified staff and excellent, high quality
facilities. They may already have developed superb
recreational facilities, such as water parks, stables or
golf courses and they may even have an hotel, lodges,
or chalets to rent, as well as the usual campsite pitches.
Smaller campsites may be more intimate, perhaps with
a less extensive menu of treatments, but no less
specialised in what they offer.

Choosing your spa campsite
Beauty is in the eye of the beholder and treatments are a
very personal thing. The bottom line is to ensure a balance
between great treatments and a location with the right
facilities, whether it’s numerous activities for the children
to enjoy or a good restaurant serving local cuisine. So be
sure to check with the campsite directly regarding your
own specific questions and requirements.

• Campsites with bespoke spa centres, often as a stand 
alone complex with all the ‘trimmings’ you’d expect of
a high quality establishment. Staying on-site is as 
convenient as it gets.

Examples: a number of Hungarian campsites are 
actually situated on thermal springs and have huge 
naturally heated pools, as well as a range of specialist 
treatments. Others in the Netherlands, Germany and
Italy also boast impressive centres.

• Campsites which offer spa treatments

Examples: many sites have treatment centres within 
The main campsite. Camping Resort de la Rive in the 
Landes, France has just opened such a facility.

• Campsites close to spas or in centres renowned for
spa facilities

Examples: some campsites in southwest France, 
around Bordeaux, are well placed for local spas
offering grape pip body-scrub treatments; in coastal 
Brittany many campsites are not far from spas 
specialising in invigorating and cleansing
thalassotherapy.
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Popular
treatments
Expect to find a range of treatments
available, varying from site to site.
Many will be fairly standard, others
more esoteric and specialised.
Variously, you’ll be able to relax in
child-free indoor pools, saunas and
solariums; enjoy a range of massages;
opt to be smothered in warm clay,
mud, seaweed, algae or grape skins;
cocooned in cold fog (cold water mixed
with air), tropical rain (warm water and
exotic fragrances) or a warm mist; you
might be bombarded with various
colours (blue chromotherapy for a
feeling of freshness and youth,
orange for a tropical sensation).

Spas



FREE Alan Rogers bookstore app

- digital editions of all 2014 guides

alanrogers.com/digital

Want independent
campsite reviews
at your fingertips?

An exciting FREE app from iTunes

the Apple app store

www.alanrogers.com/apps
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A secluded holiday village set in the heart
of the forest, with many sporting facilities

and a super spa centre, Camping les
Alicourts is midway between Orléans
and Bourges. There are 490 pitches,
153 for touring and the remainder
occupied by mobile homes and

chalets. The excellent facilities
are open all season and the leisure

amenities are exceptional.

Leading Camping les Alicourts
Loir-et-Cher, Val de Loire
Tel +33 254 88 63 34 www.lesalicourts.com 

Situated on the west coast of the island of
Ile d’Oléron, les Gros Joncs is a modern,

high quality site with a beautifully
presented bar and restaurant, a well
stocked shop and a magnificent spa.
There are around 50 touring pitches
of a good size with tall pine trees

providing a choice between full sun
and varying degrees of shade. 

Camping les Gros Joncs
Charente-Maritime, Poitou-Charentes
Tel +33 546 76 52 29 www.camping-les-gros-joncs.com 

Lying close to the centre of the Ile de
Ré, L’Océan is just 50 m. from a beautiful

sandy beach. Offering 338 pitches and
well maintained facilities, the site is
ideal for families. A pleasant bar/
restaurant overlooks the large heated
swimming pool and bicycle hire is

popular here, as the island offers over
100 km. of interesting cycle routes.

Camping l’Océan
Charente-Maritime, Poitou-Charentes
Tel +33 546 29 87 70 www.campingocean.com
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A well established destination appealing
particularly to families with teenage

children, this lively site has 1546
pitches that are well shaded by pines.
An enormous aquatic park is now
open, and is the largest on any French
campsite. This heated complex is

exceptional, boasting five outdoor pools
and three large water slides. The heated

spa offers massage and beauty areas.

Camping le Vieux Port
Landes, Aquitaine
Tel +33 176 76 70 00 www.levieuxport.com 
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Surrounded by pine woods, la Rive has a
superb beach-side location on Lac de

Sanguinet. There are  800 pitches,
and the swimming pool complex is
wonderful with pools linked by water
channels and bridges. The spa offers
massage and beauty treatments, as

well as a gym. This is a friendly site
with a good mix of nationalities.

Camping Resort la Rive
Landes, Aquitaine
Tel +33 558 78 12 33 www.larive.fr

Maintained to very high standards, this
site is set in a beautiful wooded valley

bordering the Ourthe river. Open all
year, the site is large with 587 grass
pitches on level ground. Amenities
on site include a well stocked shop,
a bar, a restaurant and takeaway food.

In the woods and rivers close by, there
are plenty of opportunities for walking,

mountain biking, rafting and canoeing.

Camping Floréal La Roche
La Roche-en-Ardenne, Wallonia
Tel +32 84 219 467 www.florealgroup.be
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Set on an attractive stretch of the south
Brittany coastline, this is a great site for

families with young teenagers. It is
lively in high season with a wealth of
entertainment facilities, and pitches
are spacious and level. The spa offers
a huge range of treatments including

massages and facials. The artistic city
of Nantes is within driving distance and

the long, sandy beach of Pornichet is nearby.

Castel Camping de l’Océan
Le Croisic, Loire-Atlantique
Tel +33 240 15 70 63 www.camping-ocean.com
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Catalonia

Occupying a neat triangle of north east Spain, Catalonia holds a

unique place within Europe. A region of contrasts, it is defined by

its fiery independent identity, yet remains very much part of

Spain. It embraces modernity and ancient tradition at the same

time and has a character all of its own.

Embracing
old and new   
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Catalonia
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fluid curves and bright colours, the Museu Picasso with
its collection of the artist’s early work and the labyrinthine
Gothic Quarter. While Barcelona epitomises the
progressive, international ‘destination city’, Girona to
the north is more traditional: here you’ll find venerable
buildings, cobbled streets, peaceful squares, a roman
wall and Arab baths. 

As for those Costas, the Costa Brava runs 200 km
down from the French border to the north of Barcelona
and manages to retain plenty of wild beauty and rocky
headlands while remaining a mecca for beach-seeking
tourists. The Costa Dorada runs south from Barcelona,
and as its name (Gold Coast) suggests, adds more
options for the serious beach seeker. As with any beach
location, there are watersports schools all along the
coastline offering active holidaymakers a chance to
windsurf, sail and dive.

Take a look at a map and you begin to get the idea.
Bordered by the snowy Pyrenees, the sandy beaches of
the Med and, in the hinterland, a mass of hilltop villages,
monasteries and vineyards which provide an almost
medieval character, it immediately invites closer inspection.

With a proud and strong identity of its own, a unique
culture and language, it really is a country within a country,
distinct from the rest of Spain. As for the big ‘draws’ of
this exciting region, the headline grabbers of Catalonia
are the usual suspects: artistic Barcelona and the golden
beaches of the Costas in particular. They too have
their contrasts. 

Of course, Barcelona has its historic Ramblas but it is
essentially a contemporary vibrant world city. Even Gaudí’s
iconic cathedral seems funky and modern, despite being
constructed (mostly – it is famously unfinished) over a
century ago. Then there is the dazzling Park Güell with its



The Catalan kitchen, too, is a mix of traditional and modern, a hotchpotch
of different influences. A large part of many menus is based around

all the familiar Mediterranean ingredients – fresh vegetables,
pasta, fish and olive oils – alongside various versions of

paella, and simmering pots which seem to fuse
ingredients and influences from all quarters. 

A must-try dessert is crema catalana, a sweet
similar to crème brulée, but flavoured with citrus
peel and cinnamon. It dates back to medieval

Spain and is the national dessert of Catalonia,
a perfect dessert for a summer evening.

Aside from this intense variety and colour lie
the modern restaurants like Cinc Sentits
embodying a new breed of gastronomy.
Dining is a multi sense experience, with

beautifully presented food, heavenly
smells and delicious tastes, and

opting for a meal with wine
matching enhances the
flavours even further.

a melting pot
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Keeping it surreal
Culturally the Catalan instinct seems to challenge and

see things differently (after the Canary Islands, Catalonia
was next to ban bull fighting). Inventiveness is no stranger
to the Catalan mindset: the flamboyance of Gaudí and the
surrealism of Dalí and Míro bear witness to that. Meanwhile
popular culture might range from high tech spectacles
to, more simply, the precarious Castells (human towers
that have been popular entertainment since the late
18th century).

Tourism is hugely important to Catalonia (the region
accounts for around 25% of all visitors to Spain) and
camping and caravanning is a vital part of this mix. British
visitors come all this way for the sun of course, but also
the high quality infrastructure and impressive world class
facilities. Campsites like Amfora, Val d’Aro and Sanguli-
Salou represent the modern breed of progressive
campsite: holiday villages certainly, but among the
finest equipped campsites in Europe.

Theme parks like Port Aventura and Aquapolis are well
conceived and integrated into the region’s tourism system.
In short, the Catalan instinct, perhaps a nod to its
industrial boom of a century ago, is to invest, to build
and to improve, all in a dynamic, ‘can-do’ style. 

To return to the map, it perhaps explains the fantastic
diversity of this region. Historically it is a blend of peoples
from France, Italy, Africa and southern Spain, not to
mention influences from Sicily, Sardinia and the Arab
world. No wonder Catalonia is so uniquely rich in culture,
language and tradition; no wonder there is such contrast
and no wonder that the old and the new are embraced
in equal measure.

Catalonia
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At a glance

Population 7 million

12 million visitors annually

National Day is 11 September

35% of the population speak mainly Catalan

Main airports: Barcelona, Girona, Reus

Where to stay

Playa Montroig
Montroig
alanrogers.com/ES85300

Camping Resort
Sanguli Salou
Salou
alanrogers.com/ES84800

Kawan Village l’Amfora
Sant Pere Pescador
alanrogers.com/ES80350

Las Palmeras
Sant Pere Pescador
alanrogers.com/ES80330

Vilanova Park
Vilanova
alanrogers.com/ES83900
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This welcoming site is attractively laid out
beside a gently sloping, sandy beach

that provides good bathing. It’s a
popular site for watersports such as
windsurfing and a paradise for sun
seekers. Pitches all have electricity
and many have good shade. Guests

can take guided tours from the campsite
to explore local attractions and the

surrounding countryside.

Camping Aquarius
Sant Père Pescador, Girona
Tel +34 972 55 02 16 www.aquarius.es
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This large, resort-style site is ideal for
active families. It has direct access to

a sandy beach that stretches for almost
a kilometre and has a windsurfing
school and beach bar. The pool
complex includes a pool for children
and the hedged pitches have electricity

and water. On-site activities such as
tennis, archery and fishing are offered

and dogs are welcome.

Camping Las Dunas
Sant Père Pescador, Girona
Tel +34 972 52 17 17 www.campinglasdunas.com 

Want independent
campsite reviews
at your fingertips?

Discover more about these sites at
alanrogers.com



essentials
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Alan Rogers travel service

It’s that time of year when we all start dreaming of

sun, sea and sand. The new essentials brochure from

the Alan Rogers Travel Service is out now to help

you find the perfect campsite in a great location

for your summer holiday.

REDUCEDBOOKING FEE

MANY MORE

NOW ONLY£25.00
FERRYOPTIONS



Modern campsites have lots to offer, from great facilities to well-run activity
clubs for children. Whether you’re looking to stay by the beach in Spain

or in the Austrian mountains, there are always plenty of options.

The Alan Rogers Travel Service has made finding the ideal
campsite a little easier with our new essentials brochure

- over 160 of Europe’s finest campsites in 13 countries,
all independently inspected and selected by Alan Rogers

inspectors for our market leading guide books. So all
you need do is make your choice, call us to make
arrangements and start looking forward to your
well-earned holiday. We’ll do the rest.

The Alan Rogers Travel Service was originally set
up to provide a low cost booking service for readers.
Prices start at just £13 per night and we pride ourselves
on being able to put together a bespoke holiday, taking
advantage of our experience, knowledge and contacts.
You’ll get convenience, peace of mind, a friendly,
efficient service - and amazing value for money. 

It’s our biggest ever choice of campsites, with
even more coming soon online, and we can

arrange more ferry crossings at incredible prices
too. So order a copy today and take a look
at our essentials for your next holiday.

Order your FREE brochure

01580 214000

Don’t miss out on your

essentials
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All-new essentials brochure
• 166 campsites in 13 countries 

• From just £13 per night

• Ideal for tents, caravans, motorhomes
- and everything in between 

• Travel Card benefits at many sites

• More ferry routes at seriously reduced prices
- call us for a quote and see for yourself!

alanrogers.com/brochure



The term glamping has now been around long enough to feel

part of the camping scene. ‘Glamorous camping’, as we know it,

was born amid the new-age hedonism of music festivals,

nurtured on back-to-nature ideals and then propelled into the

public psyche by Kate Moss, colourful Hunter wellies, Cath

Kidston trappings and a few fur throws.Whatever your definition

is, glamping is a means of enjoying the outdoor, natural,

‘something a little different’ benefits of camping, while still

enjoying a degree of comfort, or even luxury. But above all,

it should meet your expectations and, quite simply, be fun.

it
upGlamping
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Break the routine
But is this the true picture? Well, no. Glamping has really been around for centuries, since the
days of Kublai Khan’s Xanadu, the first really famous glamper’s paradise. His lavish summer
dwellings were the epitome of ‘home away from home’, though Cath Kidston adornments were
not his thing, as far as we know. 

Fast forward to the Edwardian era and we find they too saw the appeal of the great outdoors,
but with a certain comfort guaranteed. One Edwardian household was renowned for elaborate
camping excursions, with piles of equipment and even a large harmonium as essential kit.
Like modern glampers, they aimed to make themselves comfortable but without losing the
essential appeal of the outdoor, ‘in touch with nature’ experience. As an old camping sage
of the times observed, “We do not go into the woods to rough it, we go to smooth it”.

So the fundamental appeal of modern camping has remained constant since the days of these
early Edwardian ‘gentleman’ travellers: the enjoyment of the open air and the great outdoors,
the chance to get up close and personal to nature and the desire to explore beautiful
surroundings. Also, frankly, the opportunity to break with usual routines and just do something
a little different from everyday life – simple premises that are just as relevant today as they
were over 100 years ago.

Modern glamping is a wonderful twist in the tale of camping: while the core ideal is no different
from that of previous generations, it does breathe new life into a pursuit we all know and love.
But consider carefully what kind of glamping experience you wish for.

Often, we hear from would-be purist glampers who, while enjoying the novelty of their
glamping accommodation, find that the children miss having other kindred sprits to play with,
a swimming pool to splash around in and all the hubbub and activities that only a well-run
campsite can provide.
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Glamping with a twist
So how glamorous is glamping? Well this can vary: it might be a lavishly constructed
yurt with solid wood floor, fur throws, log burner, insulated walls and sprung beds.
Or it could be a more straightforward tent with a twist – perhaps raised wooden floors,
electric lighting, a safari awning and hammocks.

Purists may expect their glamping experience to include a daily visit to the farm to collect
freshly laid eggs, but there are plenty of places where you can expect to find more going
on for families – after all, the excitement of collecting eggs can only last so long.

The trick is to tread carefully: one man’s romantic ideal is another’s abject misery.
We are familiar with stories of disappointment among those for whom the glamping
sizzle promised more than it delivered. You may fancy something a little different but
do not necessarily want to share your space with a fragrant alpaca, or find yourself on
a far-flung hillside with no immediate neighbours. Problems can arise when high
expectations of romantic surroundings, idyllic locations and a unique environment are
not met – or, indeed, are washed away by the cold shower of a reality check.

Luckily, there are now many places that offer you the opportunity to glamp and still benefit
from the buzz of a campsite. The novelty of camping with a few creature comforts is
combined with the activities, great facilities and interaction with like-minded people that only
comes from staying on a well-run site. You also benefit from the knowledge of the reception
team – walking and cycling routes, the best local attractions and which restaurants to visit
are all things they can help with, ensuring you get the best from your holiday.
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A child’s eye view
Campsite life is made for children. They love the
freedom, the space and the ability to run around and
explore in a safe environment. There’s also ample
opportunity for getting grubby and the chances of
a bath are slim, which is even better news for most
under 12s. 

Whatever their age, the kids can learn a little about
the big wide world and the forces of nature, meet flora
and fauna close up and personal and interact with
others, perhaps taking on a bit of social responsibility.
They can play hide and seek, create dens and make
new friends, and at the end of the day parents can see
their little treasures sleeping soundly in the fresh air
(after staying up later than usual, of course!). 

It’s a cliché, but if the kids are happy, Mum and Dad
are happy too. Glamping is about doing what you want,
when you want. Take a midday wander around the

campsite and you’ll find children splashing in the pool,
toddlers enjoying the swings before lunch; some excited
jabbering in the distance might herald a treasure hunt.
Over in the corner, under a shady tree, parents recline
in companionable silence, quietly getting stuck into
their paperbacks. 

For some it’s barbecue time, for others it’s not long
since they were breakfasting in pyjamas. Some, young
and old, are getting ready for an afternoon nap, while
others are planning a trip to the beach, a pony ride, an
ice cream treat… There are choices for everyone and
it really doesn’t matter, there’s no fixed itinerary – this
is glamping.
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Glamping with real comforts
Glamping may be all about going back to basics but it is very much
about comfort and luxury too.

To complement this, many campsites offering a taste of glamping also
have developed high quality facilities: you may be sleeping under the
stars but you can still indulge in wonderful sporting activities, enjoy
excellent cuisine on-site and even pamper yourself in a fully equipped
purpose-built spa. You don’t even have to dig your own loo.

Life in the easy lane
On a glamping holiday the necessities of everyday life
ensure a relaxed pace. You’ll quickly establish your own
daily rhythms and it’s good to know there are no hotel
restrictions, no formalities and no set meal times to
conform to.

It’s a refreshing change of pace, a liberating opportunity
to break from the daily domestic routine. It’s a chance
to take time out, enjoy some breathing space and remind
yourself of life’s simple pleasures, whether it’s enjoying
a late night drink under the stars or racing the kids down
the waterslides.

When glamping, so much is new and unfamiliar. There’s
always the excitement and anticipation of arriving at your
campsite – home for the holiday. Setting up camp,
meeting the neighbours and getting organised is always
fun. Then there’s unpacking all the outdoor games and
trying to play everything at once, then clamouring for a

swim, or an ice cream… probably both. But gradually the
excitement settles down and you get into the swing of it.

Glamping gives a different perspective on the mundane
aspects of everyday life. For children this is an adventure,
and for younger children just beginning to stretch their
wings, a campsite provides a perfect environment (safe,
friendly) to enjoy such adventures. The simple task of
buying bread from the campsite shop often becomes a
fun part of the holiday for the intrepid seven year old.
Handing over some coins, saying ‘Hello’ or ‘Bonjour’ and
returning to base without nibbling too much is often a
small milestone in the early years.

The washing up ritual is peculiar to camping. At home this
is no more than the routine drudgery of everyday life, but
on a campsite somehow it can become part of a family
bonding exercise, enlivened by banter at the sinks with
your neighbours. Kids seem to love it! 
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Yurts
Perhaps the epitome of glamping, these substantial
structures provide the feel, but not the whiff, of the
Mongolian nomad.

Teepees
The iconic silhouette as dusk falls puts boys of all
ages under the spell of a little Native Indian magic.

Safari tents
Large family tents, with separate canvas
compartment ‘rooms’, and equipped with all the
usual domestic paraphenalia. Usually on a raised
platform deck and with a covered porch from where
you can recline and survey the passers-by.

Canadian tent
Very similar to the safari tent, but decidedly retro
in style and with a ‘frontier’ feel about them.

Cahuttes
Relatively new on the glamping scene, these
combine the sturdy timber structure of a cabin
with the novelty and romance of a canvas roof,
allowing bedtime star gazing on balmy nights.
They come with wood burning stove and
trapdoor to the stairs.

Roulottes
Based on the traditional Romany-style horse-
drawn caravans of yester-year, these offer
similar levels of comfort to a modern mobile
home but with a large feature window that
opens out on to a raised terrace on the end.

Wooden cabins
Similar in concept to certain gites, these are
made of timber and come equipped with all
mod cons – apart from the usual equipment,
woodburning stoves and dishwashers are
not uncommon – and some have mezzanine
levels too.

How do you glamp?
There is a huge range of accommodation that falls into the glamping ‘camp’.
It is, after all, a heady cocktail of escapism, novelty, convenience, romance and
fun, all mixed with a little glamour.  

So pack your bags and try something a little different: all the joys and benefits
of traditional campsite life, with a chance to experience a taste of sleeping
somewhere innovative. Of course by their nature these forms of accommodation
are immensely varied and individual.

Part of their appeal is their lack of consistency – so don’t assume that what
you get with one yurt applies to all yurts.
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Mobile homes with a twist
Some progressive campsites now offer more imaginative
mobile homes, enhanced with quirky features. You may
find hot tubs, four poster beds, even roll top baths, in
addition to the high spec features of a contemporary
mobile home. 

Treehouses
Great fun and a real novelty, these are usually single-
roomed, with wooden steps up to the canopy. 

On some campsites, breakfast is brought to your
treehouse and you haul it up in a wicker basket on 

a long rope. Made of timber and most definitely evoking
a Tarzan lifestyle, they are, obviously, not for the infirm.

Airstream caravans
The iconic silver bullet-shaped caravans, steeped in
rootsy road trips of vintage Americana, are occasionally
found available to hire on European campsites.

Camping pods
Uniquely shaped and sensibly constructed, these are
generally fairly Spartan in terms of fittings (electricity is
usually provided, but you are likely to need bedding and
other equipment). They are immensely varied and
individual, meaning you’ll never have the same
experience twice.
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This large, resort-style site is ideal for
active families. It has direct access

to a sandy beach that stretches
for almost a kilometre and has a
windsurfing school and beach bar.
The pool complex includes a pool for
children and the hedged pitches have

electricity and water. On-site activities
such as tennis, archery and fishing are

offered and dogs are welcome.

Camping Las Dunas
Sant Père Pescador, Girona
Tel +34 972 52 17 17 www.campinglasdunas.com/en 

Located south of Auch, this pleasant site
is close to the Pyrénées National Park,

which offers some spectacular walking
routes. A selection of chalets are
available to rent, each of which is
able to accommodate up to 5 people.
The campsite is well equipped, with

a range of activities such as tennis
and fishing, and walking and cycling

trips are offered.

Camping Les Berges du Gers
à Masseube Masseube, Gers
Tel +33 562 66 01 75 www.berges-du-gers.fr

A secluded holiday village set in the heart
of the forest, with many sporting facilities

and a super spa centre, Camping les
Alicourts is midway between Orléans
and Bourges. Specially designed mobile
homes and chalets are available for rent
and the site also offers treehouses for

couples and families. The excellent
facilities are open all season and the

leisure amenities are exceptional.

Leading Camping les Alicourts
Loir-et-Cher, Val de Loire
Tel +33 254 88 63 34 www.lesalicourts.com
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Full policy terms and conditions apply.

ALAN ROGERS TRAVEL LIMITED is an appointed representative of ITC Compliance Limited which is authorised and regulated by the FCA
(registration number 313486). ITC Compliance Ltd's registered office is 4 Monarch Court, Emersons Green, Bristol, BS16 7FH.

peace of mind
Travel with 

Looking for competitively priced insurance
for your camping or caravanning holiday?

We have been entrusted with readers’

campsite holidays since 1968. Choosing the

right campsite is one thing; having proper,

suitable travel insurance is another. 

Personal Travel Insurance
Ideal for self-drive holidays in Europe, and
including cover for camping equipment.
Family policies are available.

• 24 hour travel advice line and multi
lingual medical assistance

• Repatriation and evacuation cover

• Repatriation due to serious illness
of relatives at home

Vehicle Assistance Insurance
The vehicle assistance service is provided by
Green Flag and a network of over 7,500 garages
and agents. Serving 3 million people a year, they
are well used to looking after the needs of
campsite-based holidaymakers.

• Roadside assistance

• Vehicle repatriation (and alternative driver)

• Cover prior to departure

Get an instant quote and and start looking
forward to your holiday with confidence!

01580 214000
alanrogers.com/insurance



A superb Adriatic campsite with everything you need for a fantastic holiday,

Pra’ Delle Torri is the perfect location from which to explore the Veneto area. A range

of accommodation is available in different styles including apartments and chalets,

and there are also pitches and a hotel.

The pool complex is one of the best in the country, featuring a pirate galleon, slides and shallow

areas for young children to play, as well as plenty of space to sunbathe. The site also has its own

18-hole golf course complete with a practice course and instructors. 

Some of Veneto’s most beautiful cities, including Venice, Mestre and Padua are easily accessible

from Pra’ Delle Torri and make for some good day trips with the family. With their rich history and

exquisite architecture, they are ideal to stroll around at a leisurely pace. Closer to the site, the fine

sandy beach has various activities to take part in such as watersports and diving.
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This welcoming site is attractively laid out
beside a gently sloping, sandy beach

that provides good bathing. It’s a
popular site for watersports such
as windsurfing and a paradise for
sun seekers. Guests receive a
warm welcome and guided tours

are arranged from the campsite for
guests to explore local attractions

and the surrounding countryside.

Camping Aquarius
Sant Père Pescador, Girona
Tel +34 972 55 02 16 www.aquarius.es 

Luxury mobile homes
in France

• Contemporary, fully equipped mobile homes
• 3 bedroom mobile homes - room for all

• 2 bedroom mobile homes - great value
• Modern, apartment style decor

• Complete with fridge-freezer, microwave, hob  
• All with private bathroom and all with wooden

sun deck
• FREE Kids Clubs available

Escape on a fantastic value mobile home
holiday this summer. We offer top quality,
independently assessed campsites in the
most popular regions of France. Just drive
up, check in and start enjoying yourself.

You’ll find great locations (beachside fun,
stunning scenery, impressive châteaux

- you choose); amazing free pool complexes
(waterslides, wave machines, lagoons);

superb facilities with restaurants, shopping
and free evening entertainment all on site; loads

of activities (from cycling to quad biking, from funky
play areas to aerial tree-top walkways, from canoeing

to riding schools). 

Come with us and discover the incredible value and
unique experiences of an Alan Rogers ‘Escapes’ holiday.

alanrogers.com/brochure

Call our friendly team

01580 214000
FREE brochure, advice and an instant quote
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Spending summers on the

road is part of annual life for

the Alan Rogers campsite

assessors. Travelling all over

Europe, they produce in-depth,

independent reports on each

site they visit.

An Inspector

Calls

Assessing assessors
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Meet the Corralls
When John Corrall isn’t taking his seat on the magistrates’ bench making sure

criminals adhere to their punishments, he and his wife Margaret are doing some judging
of another kind – ensuring the campsites recommended by Alan Rogers are kept up to

scratch. Armed with clipboards and check lists, they visit 30-40 sites per year to make
sure our readers are getting the quality they deserve.

Over the past eight seasons, the couple has been travelling through Europe inspecting
sites across the UK, France, Holland and Belgium. It was a natural move; having holidayed

during low season with Camping Cheque, they were already well versed in the standards
expected by Alan Rogers. 

Travelling across the continent is something the couple takes in their stride. As a former
employee of the AA’s route department, Margaret is no stranger to a bit of map reading when
the sat-nav attempts to lead them astray. Neither are they unfamiliar with being at one with
nature – the decision to move from tent to caravan came after an unfortunate experience
involving a group of moles that undermined their Lilo bed!
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Alan Rogers employs around 50 teams of campsite

assessors each year to ensure the sites included

in our guides meet our high standards.

Our inspectors come from all walks of life, but

share a common passion for camping and

caravanning. If you’d like to join our team of

assessors, e-mail us at inspectors@alanrogers.com

for an information pack.

John & Margaret Corrall



Many years of touring later John and Margaret, who
are both now retired, fill their spare time making sure
others get the most out of their holidays. Says John,
“In a typical day we would probably inspect two to three
sites, some of which would be new to the guide and
hence require a full write-up.” This consists of a detailed
form outlining everything from opening times to electricity
and gas availability on pitches. It’s then up to John and
Margaret to decide whether the sites are worthy of a
place in the guides. Sites that have appeared in the
guides before are given an interim check to confirm
their continued high quality.

Campsite inspection, notes John, is not all plain sailing.
“We have been locked out of a site, refused entry to a
site and bombed on by pine cones the size of coconuts.
Our caravan bears the scars to this day.” Neither is it a
job for the faint-hearted. “We’ve had the honour of testing
the plumbing on a recently refurbished toilet block.
The grand switch-on was somewhat marred by several
jets of water spraying from a number of joints and the
sheepish owner hastily set about trying to fix the leaks.
Happily, the second switch-on was more successful.”

While the couple prefer to inspect each campsite at
their leisure, some owners are keen to show them around.
One site owner in the Vendée was eager to give them a
tour on his golf buggy, which was in a filthy state having
been used as a maintenance cart. Nevertheless, Margaret
climbed in the front with the owner and John perched
himself on the back with the tools. John recalls, “We set
off at full speed, a little too close to the lake for comfort
and on rather a sharp angle. We then turned into a large
field, where the grass was a least a metre high, without
showing any signs of slowing down. Halfway across, he
suddenly screeched to a halt and said, ‘By the way, this
is my golf course.’ I hope he trimmed the grass before
the main season!”

Outside of their inspection duties, John and Margaret
don their Alan Rogers polo shirts to represent the group
at the Caravan & Camping Show at Birmingham’s NEC

every February and October.

Assessing assessors
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Discover more about the role of an Alan Rogers inspector

Email us for an information pack inspectors@alanrogers.com

Alan Rogers

Needs you!
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The travel guide is an essential in many a

holidaymaker’s hand luggage. Packed with useful

information, advice about local etiquette and tips for

the best nearby attractions, they offer the tourist a

smoother and more enriched experience.

Digital
Paper or ?

The future of the
travel guide
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The rise of digital
Undoubtedly there are clear benefits to the adoption
of digital guides. First and foremost is the convenience
of carrying one item with several books on it. Tablets
not only hold your trusty travel guides, they also
accommodate all holiday reading, from gripping crime
novels to your favourite magazines. It takes up a lot less
space in your luggage, leaving room for other items.
This is especially pertinent to those who enjoy low season
touring. Those not restricted to travelling during summer
holidays are often able to spend more time away from
home. That means several regions – and even countries –
can be covered in one trip, so taking any and all 

necessary guides on one easy-to-carry device is by
far the most practical solution.

One helpful feature of digital guides is that often with
larger publications it’s possible to download sections
or chapters rather than the whole guide. This saves you
buying the entire publication for the use of only a small
part of it when visiting a specific region. There’s also the
reduced cost – digital guides don’t incur the print costs
that their paper counterparts do, so publishers can pass
on the savings to customers.

Rising tablet sales and digital downloads has meant a paradigm shift in the way travel guides are

produced and used. In the early stages of the digital sales increase, the discussion centred around the

future of paper guides; as things settled down, however, it became clear that it was not a case of paper

or digital, but more a question of how they could support each other to provide the consumer with the

best possible experience. Publishers have had to change their approach in order to ensure a smooth

integration of the two, enabling tourists to take advantage of each.
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Paper power
The paper guide, however, still has its place in the pocket
of plenty of tourists. When patchy WiFi or adverse
conditions set in, a good old fashioned book is more
reliable than technology – why risk ruining your expensive
tablet in an unexpected downpour when a book will dry
in a couple of hours and still be useable? 

There’s also (rather obviously) the point that not all of us
have battery life. As convenient as they are, smartphones
are not always ideal for reading so it makes sense to opt
for a paper guide when deciding where to go or exploring
a new place. You also avoid the large data roaming costs
that are incurred when using you mobile overseas,
meaning there won’t be any nasty surprises on your bill
when you get back.

And sometimes, it’s nothing more than the simple pleasure
of flicking through a brand new book that persuades us to
choose paper. Strange as it may sound, there’s something
rewarding about starting out with a pristine travel guide
and returning with it looking well thumbed and a little
dog-eared – it’s a treasured reminder of your adventures
that can be lent out to others or revisited on a rainy day.

Whatever your preference, the good news is that most
publishers continue to offer both print and digital versions
of their guides. That leaves you free to choose the most
practical option depending on your destination and
travelling circumstances.
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The Alan Rogers guides are available for digital

download via the Alan Rogers Bookstore app on

iPad and iPad-mini. Digital guides in PDF format

can also be downloaded from the Alan Rogers

website. Prices start from £2.99 for 101 guides and

£3.99 for country and region guides.

alanrogers.com/digital
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Gastronomy



Whether discovering exciting new tastes

or simply enjoying a family meal al fresco,

campsite life has always been the perfect

partner when it comes to indulging in a little

gastronomy. A touch of gentle activity to

sharpen the appetite, a dash of warm, sunny

weather to encourage outdoor dining and

a soupcon of local produce fresh from the

market… Simple ingredients that add

a wonderful zest to your holiday.

taste
great

outdoors 

of the A
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Gastronomy
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Chateau Le Verdoyer (FR24010) is a delightful
chateau site in the Perigord Vert region of the Dordogne,
renowned for its superb cuisine. Genuinely one of
France’s finest campsite restaurants, it offers a fine
balance of high quality cuisine and a fair price, with
a wonderful setting in the heart of the château to boot.
The well chosen menu plays to culinary strengths and
highlights the best of local produce.

Camping Le Coin Tranquille (FR38010), near the
Chartreuse mountains, similarly boasts a fine restaurant
with regulars travelling long distances to enjoy Gilles’s
legendary cooking. And it can be an all-day culinary
journey; Camping Natterer See in Austria (AU0060)
has its own lakeside restaurant, complete with private
pavilions on decking over the water, and offers fine
dining, as well as home made afternoon cakes and
a comprehensive breakfast buffet too.

On-site temptations
As customers’ interests in food and wine become more adventurous, and more enquiring, campsite owners are
realising the potential on their own doorstep. Of course the gastronomic staples of a camping holiday are still
prevalent: the burgers, the roast chicken, the pizzas and the chips. But you’ll also find campsites offering regional
specialities with real quality and pride. 

A popular campsite restaurant is always a good sign – especially when frequented by locals. And they are
generally every bit as good as the local establishments, but without the need to drive back at the end of the
evening. Even better, there is the option for restless youngsters to run off and play at the end of the meal while
adults can linger with a digestif.

Take it away folks!
Most campsites provide a handy takeaway service, ranging

from family favourites to more tempting dishes and
specials. It is not uncommon to find delicious dishes

like confit de canard or fresh moules on good
French campsites. British and Irish parks often
seek out local suppliers – the notion of reducing
‘food miles’ and promoting ‘slow food’ has
become very topical and it’s a great way to
find a unique feature on any campsite.

And of course basics like paella in Spain or
pizza in Italy generally surpass any equivalent

we Brits might expect at home. The home made
pizzas at Camping Weekend are truly memorable

and authentic – grab a table on the terrace overlooking
Lake Garda for an unforgettable evening.



Gastronomy

Foodie Facts

• There are over 350 grape varieties approved for winemaking in Italy.

• Comté is the highest produced cheese in France, with 40,000 tonnes produced annually.

• In Sweden, it’s common to find people enjoying a kräftskiva or crayfish party in August.

Crayfish are eaten cold and served with bread, cheese and schnapps.

• Germany has over 1,250 breweries producing around 5,000 different brands of beer.

• The Galway Oyster Festival in Ireland is the setting for the World Oyster Opening 

Championship (known as ‘shucking’). Tickets to this prestigious event are €70.

• The British picnic dates back to the 14th century when medieval feasts were held outside 

before hunting. Traditional picnic fare includes hams, baked meats and pastries.
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Off-site treats
There’s something about being on holiday that brings out the

foodie in you. Maybe it’s the relaxed pace that gives you the
chance to stop and nose around that tempting looking market.
Maybe you develop an urge to ‘go native’ and pick up a bag of
oysters or a fine chorizo to enjoy back on site. 

Just setting foot inside a good German bakery is enough to
drive you crazy with desire for delicious pastries. And we all know
the fragrant powers that emanate from a really good fish and chip
shop on the harbourside in many a British port. 

The fact is, you’re on holiday and life is good, so you adapt your
gastronomic rituals. You may not have a Devon cream tea during
the rest of the year, but as you’re in the West Country, it seems
the obvious thing to do.

Local knowledge
Many campsites are well located to discover local specialities

and artisan producers. And some site owners organise trips to
get up close and personal to these hidden gems. On the banks
of the Seine, just 50 km from Paris, Kawan Village la Belle Etoile
(FR77070) is but a few kilometres from Melun, the city famous for
Brie. Luc and Yvonne, the site owners, offer a chance to sample
this cheese, accompanied by a Gaillac red wine, cider, apple or
pear juice or a local beer.  

Further south in the Lot, Le Moulin de Périé (FR47010) has a
fine restaurant showcasing local cuisine: anyone for chèvre chaud
aux fruits de saison or magret de canard au miel et aux pruneaux?
Henri goes one further by taking customers to visit his suppliers
and taste their produce.

Jacky and Thérèse Avril, owners of the campsite L’Arada Parc
(FR37060) near Tours, arrange free trips to producers of local
goats’ cheese and AOC St Maure de Touraine. They also offer
tastings of local wines and apple juices accompanied by goats’
cheese, rillettes and snail dishes.

And of course, often it’s a question of location, location,
location. Padstow Touring Park (UK0430) is on the bus route
just a mile from the charming fishing port of Padstow, home
to Rick Stein’s foodie empire. Quality, authenticity and local
provenance do not come any more convenient.
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Well placed for visits to the Savoie regions
of the Alps, this campsite is attractive

and well maintained with good
facilities. Pitches are separated by
trees and hedges and many have
lovely views across the mountains.
The site’s location makes it an ideal

base from which to visit Lyon, Geneva
and even Turin, and the surrounding

countryside is excellent for walking. 

Le Coin Tranquille
Les Abrets, Isère
Tel +33 476 32 13 48 www.coin-tranquille.com 

This high quality site is situated in the peaceful,
wooded grounds of a 16th century château

near the village of Gigny-sur-Saône. The
pitches are in two separate areas, one
close to the château and fishing lake
and the other in a more open setting,
and the site’s excellent amenities include

a restaurant, shop and a cellar where wine
tastings are offered. The pretty countryside is

perfect for leisurely walking and cycling.

Casel Camping Château de
l’Epervière Saône-et-Loire, Burgundy
Tel +33 385 94 16 90 www.domaine-eperviere.com

This pretty campsite is set in the heart of
the Périgord Limousin Regional Natural

Park and is ideal for nature lovers.
There are three lakes on-site and the
pitches are of a good size with hedges
providing separation and some shade.
The restaurant offers a variety of local

dishes and there is a bar and takeaway
service available too.

Camping Château le Verdoyer
Saint Pardoux-la-Rivière, Dordogne
Tel +33 553 56 94 64 www.verdoyer.fr
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Located between Auch and Toulouse on
the edge of a large lake, this site is a

great place to experience the
cuisine, scenery and culture of the
Gers. The site has its own gourmet
restaurant serving Gascon dishes
such as foie gras and lamb, with

diverse menus to suit all budgets.
There is plenty to see and do both on

site and in the local area.

Camping Lac de Thoux St Cricq
Thoux, Gers
Tel +33 562 65 71 29 www.camping-lacdethoux.com 
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A pretty family site, Camping Aramis is
within easy distance of the many

attractions of Auch. The unspoiled,
natural setting makes for a relaxing
stay and there are some excellent
walking trails in the area. Many
activities such as evening markets

take place around the convivial bar
and visits to local farms to sample the

produce are organised.

Camping Aramis
Marsan, Gers
Tel +33 562 65 60 11 www.camping-aramis.com 

Got yours yet?

Extra benefits and savings
alanrogers.com/travelcard
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When it comes to weekend breaks, it’s hard to

beat the UK and when our shores offer so much

variety, the only difficulty is deciding what to do.

We’ve picked out some of Great Britain’s gems

to help you choose your next UK destination.

British 
day out

Agreat
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Heritage & History
From the Celts to the Victorians, a glimpse into British

history is never far away. Spanning thousands of years,
our country has seen countless invasions, inventions and
intrigues. There are the pre-historic standing stones of
Stonehenge to explore, our maritime heritage to discover
at the various dockyards and the architectural beauty of
established noble residences to enjoy.

Immerse yourself in ancient legend in the West Country
and Wales, both of which are bound up in the tales of
King Arthur. Find this mythical king’s burial place at
Glastonbury Abbey or visit Cadbury Castle, said to be 
the site of Camelot. Over the border, Caerfyrddin is
believed to be the birthplace of Arthur’s ally, the wizard
Merlin, and Llyn Llydaw below Snowdon’s summit in the
dramatic Snowdonia National Park is the lake into which
Arthur’s sword, Excalibur, was cast.

As an island nation, Great Britain has undeniable ties
to the sea and its nautical history is the stuff of legends. 

If you’re interested in maritime history, journey to London’s
heart to view the Cutty Sark, a clipper ship dating back to
the 19th century, and delve into life aboard a pirate galleon
at the nearby National Maritime Museum. There is also
Henry VIII’s famous warship, the Mary Rose, to discover
at Portsmouth Historic Dockyard. Sunk in 1545, she was
recovered in 1982 in one of the most complex operations
in the history of maritime archaeology. The ship and her
collection of artefacts now provide in-depth insight into
Tudor naval life.

England’s Tudor history extends into the beautiful Kent
countryside, the setting of Hever Castle, Anne Boleyn’s
childhood home. This cosy residence contains Books of
Hours once owned by Anne and inscribed with her notes,
as well as portraits of significant figures from the Tudor
period. The Long Gallery often features exhibitions and
presents costumed figures of Henry VIII and his six wives,
bringing the castle to life.

 



Attractions & Museums
We may not boast the fantasy of Disneyland Paris or

the majesty of the Colosseum, but the UK has no shortage
of attractions for all the family. Whether it’s the thrills of a
theme park, the splendour of a castle or the interests of
a local museum, there’s plenty to keep you entertained
whatever the weather.

Thrill-seekers can head to Staffordshire’s Alton Towers
or Thorpe Park in Surrey for an exciting selection of white-
knuckle rides, roller coasters and log flumes that will
provoke laughter and screams in equal measure. Younger
adventurers will enjoy the amusements of LEGOLAND
Windsor, where they can visit the impressive LEGO
sculptures of attractions such as Tower Bridge, make a
splash on the water rides and take a walk through the
Enchanted Forest.

If you’ve been captivated by the great British period
dramas, why not have your own Mr Darcy moment at the
National Trust’s Lyme Park, famed for its use as Pemberley

in the BBC’s production of Pride and Prejudice. Set on
the edge of the Peak District, it is a 1,300 acre estate
with excellent walking and stunning views across the
rolling countryside. Or experience the real Downton Abbey
at the arrestingly beautiful Highclere Castle, open during
the summer months and situated among charming
gardens and extensive woodland.

And don’t forget the plethora of weird and wonderful
museums that offer everything from a history of cuckoo
clocks to policing through the ages. Cuckooland in
Cheshire is one of the world’s most important collections
of cuckoo clocks, which have been painstakingly restored
by two brothers. Discover some of the rarest models and
learn about the history of this unique craft. The police
museum in Belfast illustrates Northern Ireland’s unique
and somewhat controversial policing history. The collection
includes uniforms, medals and even weapons that have
been used against the police.
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A great British day out



Picture postcard scenery
If there’s one thing the UK has proved, it’s that you

needn’t go abroad for stunning scenery. From the jagged
peaks of the Cairngorms down to the golden sands of the
Cornish coast, you’re never more than a few hours’ drive
from something spectacular. Our woodlands, valleys and
waterways are the perfect introduction to the country’s
diverse flora and fauna, and the sleepy villages nestled
among rolling hills could be lifted straight from a postcard.

Cornwall is famous for its extensive beaches that are
rated among the best in the world and draw in keen
surfers throughout the year. Rock Beach near Padstow
is popular with sun seekers and wind surfers alike with
its ribbon of sand and lively breeze on the waters of the
Camel Estuary. The estuary is an Area of Outstanding
Natural Beauty and a paradise for bird watchers, while
the village behind the beach has some lovely cafés where
you can sit with a cool drink and watch the world go by.
Fistral Beach in Newquay is famous for its surfing scene
and is home to all the top UK surfing competitions.

Whether you’re taking a beginner lesson or honing your
technique, don’t miss the chance to catch a wave here.

At the other end of the spectrum are the mountains
and valleys of the Lake District and Scotland’s Highlands.
The wide vistas are impressive all year round, presenting
lush greenery during the summer months and snowy
peaks through the winter. The rugged terrain of the Lakes
provides good walking for all abilities and the views are
some of the most spectacular in the UK. The waters
of lake Windermere are ideal for watersports, and are
popular for fishing, wakeboarding and power boating. 

The Cairngorms National Park is one of the most
impressive landscapes in Britain. From the glacial
landforms to the foothills with their unspoilt woodland,
this is a haven for countless species of animals including
pine martens, ospreys and wild cats. The scenery is
punctuated by castles, distilleries and villages that provide
a glimpse of the history of this wild land.
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Holiday ideas
Great campsites to inspire you

At Alan Rogers we have dozens of inspectors visiting hundreds of campsites each year. These reviews form

our unique Alan Rogers Guides and the content on our popular website. Here’s a selection of great campsites

with excellent facilities, wonderful locations and something of interest for everyone. 
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Discover the surprises of Auch, a town
where good living is guaranteed.

Visit us online at
www.auch-tourisme.com



See if you can
win! BIG

To enter simply go to
www.alanrogers.com/winbig 

win!
BIG

WIN AHOLIDAY
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Well located for exploring Kent, this attractive
site is within easy reach of London. The touring
area here has a good number of hardstandings
available, and grassy tent pitches around
the edge. 

Thriftwood Holiday Park    
Sevenoaks, Kent Tel +44 1732 82 22 61  

www.thriftwoodholidaypark.com



The UK’s market leading independent

guides to the best campsites

Also available on iPad alanrogers.com/digital

Been to any good
campsites lately?
We have




